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Executive summary
The COST project has started to mature in the ICES PGCCDBS1 forum from 2003,
where the methodological aspects of calculating precision were addressed. Following
were the precision workshops (WKSCMFD 2004 & WKSDFD 2005) taking off from
previous European projects such as FIEFA, EMAS and SAMFISH, that laid the basis
for such analyses. COST, for Common Open Source Tool, accepted for financing
through the call for proposal FISH/2006/15 – lot 2, is thus the result of a long history
of projects and workshops held on the specific issue of raising and estimating
properties of statistical estimates for fisheries data.
The incentive for financing such a project came as part of the European Commission
DCR2, which has provisions for estimating fisheries data parameters and their related
precisions for all European Member States. The objectives of COST are then closely
related to the needs for the DCR. In the Commission decision (EC) 2008/949, it is
required to provide precision estimates for each of the parameters collected through
a sampling programme. COST has been designed to answer such a requirement for
all biological parameters.
What is COST?
COST is an open-source software developed in R3 and consists of different packages
that develop validated methods to investigate and estimate parameters for (i)
discards volume, (ii) length and age structure of catches and landings, and (iii)
biological parameters such as growth, maturity and sex-ratio. Where appropriate, the
estimates are calculated according to one out of a fixed number of agreed raising
procedures, based on the methods already developed by some Institutes. Linkage
with ICES end-users has been consolidated through the exportation method to
InterCatch4 and FLR5 (see chapter 3.5). The definitions and methods are in line with
those described and summarised in the report of the ICES Workshop on Sampling
Design for Fisheries Data (ICES 2005).
1

PGCCDBS : Planning Group on Commercial Catch, Discards and Biological Sampling.
http://www.ices.dk/workinggroups/ViewWorkingGroup.aspx?ID=40

2

DCR : Data Collection Regulation (Comm Reg (EC) 1639/2001) now called DCF for
Data Collection Framework (Comm. Reg. 665/2008) from January 2009.

3

R Development Core Team (2008). R: A language and environment for statistical computing, reference index version 2.8.1. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria. ISBN 3-900051-07-0, URL http://www.R-project.org.

4

http://www.ices.dk/datacentre/InterCatch/InterCatch.asp

5

http://flr-project.org/
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All information, documents and packages related to the project can be found on the
project dedicated website : http://wwz.ifremer.fr/cost.
COST has been developed for both Windows and Unix/Linux environments.
The outcomes of the project include all developed R packages, a report describing
the approach and the methodology used, the data exchange format specifications, a
user Manual, and a description of the help pages of every methods and functions
available to the users.
The outcomes of the packages are:
•

Report summarising the data.

•

Graphs of the exploratory analysis results.

•

Raised estimates (volume of discards raised by trips, by total landings and/or
by an auxiliary variable, length and age structure of catches, biological
parameters) by user defined strata associated with their precision estimates.

•

Report summarising precision estimates and quality indicators.

•

Simulation analysis to validate the methods implemented and investigate the
optimal sampling intensity to achieve a target precision.

The overall project has been built to ensure the maximum genericity and robustness.
To that aim,
•

a large attention has been given to the Data exchange Format specifications,

•

an upgrade approach has been developed to bring the data from RAW status
(at the importation) to the VALIDATED status (checked for errors and misstratifications), up to the CONSOLIDATED status (including the stratification
required). This data status upgrading phase, essential to the genericity and
robustness, is considered as one of the major achievements of the project.

•

the estimation methods all
◦ start from the consolidated dataset, where the essential information are
stored in a specific new field. It is the case for the stratification (time, space
and technical) but also for the description of the samples (primary,
secondary and tertiary sampling units).
◦ work on the same structure of object as input and output, in order to share
as much as possible the calculation and plotting methods.

The main developments during the project were the following:
1) Data Exchange Format Specifications [DEFS]: Proposition of a common
format of datasets comprising all the variables needed to raise the data to the
population level and estimate statistical properties.
2) Core package [COSTcore]: Definition of the objects and basic functions in
support of all the COST packages.
6

3) Exploratory Data Analysis package [COSTeda]: Based on the common
format, Methods for exploratory analysis of the most disaggregated data to
enable the search for outliers, misallocated data and allocation of samples per
strata. This package includes all necessary methods to upgrade the data from
raw status to a consolidated status where all information has been disposed
following a common approach and based on the sampling protocol and user's
request. This package includes
•

basic summary functions

•

data manipulation functions

•

plotting functions for:

•

◦

biological parameters (age, weight, sex, maturity)

◦

length frequencies, including outlier detection

◦

sampled volumes

◦

proportionality of sampling

◦

spatial plots, related functions and data sets

A method for exploring the heterogeneity within age length keys

4) Design-based package [COSTdbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level. This
package includes:
•

Four methods for estimating discards volumes, length structures of
discards and related precision. Methods to help the user choosing which
method to use in a given situation is also provided based on the
outcome of an ICES working group.

•

Two analytical methods and one bootstrap method for estimating market
sampling for length and age structures and related precision.

•

One analytical and one bootstrap method for estimating the biological
parameters (mean weight, maturity and sex-ratio at length and at age)
and their related precision.

•

Methods for reporting, exporting and graphing the results

5) Model-based package [COSTmbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level using
Bayesian modelling. This package includes
•

A Bayesian hierarchical model for combining multiple sources of data to
estimate catch-at-age and other parameters. A modelling approach is
taken to estimate various catch parameters. These are:
◦ Landings-at-age
7

◦ Discards-at-age
◦ Length-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch)
◦ Weight-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch)
•

The data that can be included in the analysis are the following:
◦ Random length samples
◦ Random length and age samples
◦ Length stratified age samples

6) Simulation package [COSTsim]: Based on the common format, develop
algorithms and implement software programs to
•

simulate a virtual population

•

enable the validation of the accuracy of the methods developed by testing
on a virtual population

•

investigate on the number of samples and the number of individuals to
sample to achieve a target precision.

7) Reporting package [COSTreport]: reporting the main information from the
validated or consolidated datasets, outcomes of estimates and even the script
of the analysis. The reporting method generates a pdf document with the
COST signature, the logo of the institute/administration that has produced the
statistics and cannot be modified by the user. This package is an extra feature
of COST, which needs a specific configuration of the computer (see section
8.10). This is the reason why it has been developed in a dedicated package.
How to use COST?
After having prepared a dataset, and filled all information required for the commercial
sampling, effort and landings tables, or better after having extracted the datasets at
the COST format from his central database, the user is ready to begin the analysis.
The first action to perform is to import the data in R and COST environment from flat
tables (csv files) or from R data frames if they exist. This importation phase will check
and control all the fields and the integrity of the datasets. This phase known as
critical, since formatting issues are difficult to avoid, brings the datasets in the socalled RAW status.
For upgrading the data to the VALIDATED status, the user will have to explore the
dataset, look for outliers, mis-stratification and sources of bias. At his disposal, an
extensive tool box, going from simple to more sophisticated scatter plots, and spatial
mapping. For consolidating the dataset ready for the estimation, the user will have to
specify exactly what is the stratification to be used, and also he will be given the
possibility to re-stratify his dataset, either to answer a specific demand or to be
consistent with the sampling protocol.
8

When comes the estimation phase, the philosophy of COST is to provide the user
with a large set of tools to be able to cope with different situation. Moreover, the
methods provided will all have been validated for accuracy by a series of tests over
virtual populations.
For the most experienced users, COST has chosen to develop modelling approach.
One is modelling the Age Length Key and the other applies a Bayesian method for
estimating all the parameters. For the COST team, the modelling approach is a
promising way for improving the quality of the estimates going into stock assessment
in the near future.
Once all the analysis are performed, COST has implemented some exportation
methods, in flat csv tables, in the InterCatch format and in the FLR format. When the
full analysis is completed, It is highly advisable to save and store in a safe place the
commented script written for all the analysis, with the aim of being able to repeat and/
or copy the analysis in the future.
What is next on the agenda?
The outcomes of the COST project will be presented in the forthcoming ICES Annual
Science Conference (Berlin, September 2009) in the theme session on 'Quality and
precision of basic data underlying fish stock assessment and implications for fishery
management advice' (Theme N).
In term of scientific publication, the 'Definition of standard data-exchange format for
sampling, landings, and effort data from commercial fisheries' has been published as
an ICES Cooperative Research Report. It has been given the No. 296 and is
available on the ICES internet website (http://www.ices.dk/products/cooperative.asp)
and in annex of this report. There is scope for other publications, like a general
presentation of the project, methodological investigations with the simulation
package,... and COST is likely to indirectly lead to many scientific publications.
In early 2010, a COST hands-on workshop is planned under the frame of the DCF.
This highly expected workshop will need the participation of the COST core team
(package leaders) both in the preparation and in the animation of the workshop. This
opens the question of the project follow-up. COST is a software, entirely developed
during the course of the project, and as such will (likely) necessitate further
adjustments and debugging. A corrective maintenance of the software would need to
be put in place.
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Summary for non specialists
The COST project is the result of a long history of previous European projects and
workshops held on the specific issue of raising and estimating properties of statistical
estimates for fisheries data. It was financed as part of the European Commission
Data Collection Regulation (DCR) which has provisions for estimating fisheries data
parameters and their related precisions for all European Member States. The
objectives of COST are then closely related to the needs for the DCR. In the
Commission decision (EC) 2008/949, it is required to provide precision estimates for
each of the parameters collected through a sampling programme. COST has been
designed to answer such a requirement for all biological parameters.
What is COST?
COST is an open-source software developed in R and consists of different packages
that develop validated methods to investigate and estimate parameters for (i)
discards volume, (ii) length and age structure of catches and landings, and (iii)
biological parameters such as growth, maturity and sex-ratio. Where appropriate, the
estimates are calculated according to one out of a fixed number of agreed raising
procedures, based on the methods already developed by some Institutes. Linkage
with ICES end-users has been consolidated through the exportation method to ICES
own storage database (InterCatch) and to the R environment usually used for stock
assessment working group (FLR).
All information, documents and packages related to the project can be found on the
project dedicated website : http://wwz.ifremer.fr/cost.
COST has been developed for both Windows and Unix/Linux environments, and the
overall project has been built to ensure the maximum genericity and robustness.
The outcomes of the project include all developed R packages, a report describing
the approach and the methodology used, the data exchange format specifications, a
user Manual, and a description of the help pages of every methods and functions
available to the users.
The main developments during the project were the following:
1) Data Exchange Format Specifications [DEFS]: Proposition of a common
format of datasets comprising all the variables needed to raise the data to the
population level and estimate statistical properties.
2) Core package [COSTcore]: Definition of the objects and basic functions in
support of all the COST packages.
3) Exploratory Data Analysis package [COSTeda]: Based on the common
format, Methods for exploratory analysis of the most disaggregated data to
10

enable the search for outliers, mis-allocated data and allocation of samples
per strata. This package includes all necessary methods to upgrade the data
from raw status to a consolidated status where all information has been
disposed following a common approach and based on the sampling protocol
and user's request. The package includes basic summary and reporting
functions, data manipulating functions, plotting and mapping functions.
4) Design-based package [COSTdbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level. For
discards volumes, length and age structures and biological parameters from
market or on-board commercial sampling
5) Model-based package [COSTmbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level using
Bayesian modelling. The parameters estimates are landings-at-age, discardsat-age, length-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch) and
weight-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch).
6) Simulation package [COSTsim]: Based on the common format, develop
algorithms and implement software programs to (i) enable the validation of the
accuracy of the methods developed by testing on a virtual population and (ii)
investigate on the number of samples and the number of individuals to sample
to achieve a target precision.
7) Reporting package [COSTreport]: The reporting method generates a pdf
document with the main information contained in the dataset, the result of the
estimates or the script of the analysis. The document contains also the COST
signature, the logo of the institute/administration that has produced the
statistics and cannot be modified by the user
How to use COST?
After having prepared a dataset, and filled all information required for the commercial
sampling, effort and landings tables, or better after having extracted the datasets at
the COST format from his central database, the user is ready to begin the analysis.
The first action to perform is to import the data in R and COST environment. This
importation phase will check and control all the fields and the integrity of the
datasets. This phase is known as critical, since formatting issues are difficult to avoid.
The user will then have to explore the dataset, look for outliers, mis-stratification and
sources of bias. At his disposal, an extensive tool box, going from simple to more
sophisticated scatter plots, and spatial mapping. For consolidating the dataset ready
for the estimation, the user will have to specify exactly what is the stratification to be
used, and also he will be given the possibility to re-stratify his dataset, either to
answer a specific demand or to be consistent with the sampling protocol.
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When comes the estimation phase, the philosophy of COST is to provide the user
with a large set of tools to be able to cope with different situation. Moreover, the
methods provided will all have been validated for accuracy by a series of tests over
virtual populations.
For the most experienced users, COST has chosen to develop modelling approach.
One is modelling the Age Length Key and the other applies a Bayesian method for
estimating all the parameters. For the COST team, the modelling approach is a
promising way for improving the quality of the estimates going into stock assessment
in the near future.
Once all the analysis are performed, COST has implemented some exportation
methods, in the most used formats. It is then time to save and store in a safe place
the full script written for the complete analysis, with the aim of being able to repeat
and/or copy the analysis in the future.
What is next on the agenda?
The outcomes of the COST project will be presented in the forthcoming ICES Annual
Science Conference (Berlin, September 2009) in the theme session on 'Quality and
precision of basic data underlying fish stock assessment and implications for fishery
management advice' (Theme N).
In term of scientific publication, the 'Definition of standard data-exchange format for
sampling, landings, and effort data from commercial fisheries' has been published as
an ICES Cooperative Research Report. It has been given the No. 296 and is
available on the ICES internet website (http://www.ices.dk/products/cooperative.asp)
and in annex of this report. There is scope for other publications, like a general
presentation of the project, methodological investigations with the simulation
package,... and COST is likely to indirectly lead to many scientific publications.
In early 2010, a COST hands-on workshop is planned and co-financed by the
European Commisison. This highly expected workshop will need the participation of
the COST core team (package leaders) both in the preparation and in the animation
of the workshop. This opens the question of the project follow-up. COST is a
software, entirely developed during the course of the project, and as such will (likely)
necessitate further adjustments and debugging. A corrective maintenance of the
software would need to be put in place.
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1 Introduction and background
The data used for assessment purpose in fisheries science is usually collected and
raised at a National level and then combined to be used in the assessment models.
The new EU Data Collection Regulation (EU Council Regulation 199/2008),
establishing a community framework for the collection, management and use of data
in the fisheries sector for scientific advice regarding the CFP has strong provisions
for improving the quality of the data and the co-operation between European
countries. At the same time, more pressure was put on the assessment working
groups to support their recommendations and some questions were raised about the
quality of the model input data. The concept of precision in the sampling was
introduced in the very first years of the DCR. The purpose of precision calculation is
here to find at a stock level, the optimal intensity and sampling share between
countries and/or between metiers.
The ICES PGCCDBS (ICES 2005b) was created in 2002 with the aim of promoting
international co-ordination between Institutes collecting data for assessment
purposes. As International co-operation was not promoted directly by the DCR,
partners involved in European projects like Study Contract 94/013, FIEFA, EMAS
and SAMFISH wanted to keep the co-ordination already implemented and proposed
the creation of PGCCDBS. From this Planning Group, age reading, discards and
precision workshops were initiated to address specific issues across all European
countries.
The discards and first precision workshop WKSCMFD (ICES 2004) aimed to provide
guidelines to implement appropriate sampling program and precision calculation,
whilst the second precision workshop WKSDFD (ICES 2005a) began to investigate
on the data.
One of the principal outcomes of WKSDFD was to show how important and
informative the exploratory data analysis was and how results in terms of precision
were dependent on the method used. Specific tools have been developed in a few
countries, some allow the exploratory analysis and/or calculate the precision of
length/age structure, some calculate the precision of maturity and growth data, others
can compare age-length keys, none of them covers the full range of the DCR with
reliable, comprehensive and agreed methods.
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2

Objectives and terms of reference

The objective of the study was to develop a common "open source" tool (COST) for
assessing the accuracy of the biological data and parameters estimates collected for
stock assessment purposes within the framework of the Data Collection Regulation.
As a response to the lot N°2 of the call for tenders FISH/2006/15, the common "open
source" tool-box consists of different packages that develop validated methods to
investigate and estimate parameters for (i) discard volume, (ii) length and age
structure of catches and landings, and (iii) biological parameters such as growth,
maturity and sex-ratio. Where appropriate, the estimates are calculated according to
one out of a fixed number of agreed raising procedures, based on the methods
already developed by some Institutes. Linkage with ICES end-users has been
consolidated through the exportation method to InterCatch and FLR (see section
8.10.2). The definitions and methods are in line with those described and
summarised in the report of the ICES Workshop on Sampling Design for Fisheries
Data (ICES 2005a).
The outcomes of the project include all COST packages, a report describing the
approach and the methodology used, the data exchange format specifications, a user
Manual, and a description of the help pages of every methods and functions
available to the users.
The main developments during the project were the following
1) Data Exchange Format Specifications [DEFS]: Proposition of a common
format of datasets comprising all the variables needed to raise the data to the
population level and estimate statistical properties.
2) Core package [COSTcore]: Definition of all the objects and basic functions in
support of all the COST packages.
3) Exploratory Data Analysis package [COSTeda]: Based on the common
format, proposition of exploratory analysis of the most disaggregated data to
enable the search for outliers, misallocated data and allocation of samples per
strata.
4) Design-based package [COSTdbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level.
5) Model-based package [COSTmbe]: Based on the common format,
development of algorithms and implementation software programs to estimate
the statistical properties at a strata level and at the population level using
Bayesian modelling.
14

6) Simulation package [COSTsim]: Based on the common format, develop
algorithms and implement software programs to (I) enable the validation of the
accuracy of the methods developed by testing on a virtual population and (ii)
investigate on the number of samples and the number of individuals to sample
to achieve a target precision.
7) Reporting package [COSTreport]: Development of a reporting method which
generates a pdf document summarising the main information contained in the
dataset and/or presenting the result of the estimates.
The development of the common "open source" tool-box has taken into account the
recommendations from the 2006 ICES Planning Group on Commercial Catches
Discards and Biological Sampling (ICES 2006) and from the 2005 ICES Workshop
on Sampling Design for Fisheries Data (ICES 2005a).
The outcomes of the packages include:
• Report summarising the data
• Graphs of the exploratory analysis results
• Raised estimates (volume of discards raised by trips, by total landings and/or by
an auxiliary variable, length and age structure of catches, biological parameters)
by agreed strata associated with their precision estimates
• Report summarising precision estimates and quality indicators
• Simulation analysis to validate the methods implemented and investigate the
optimal sampling intensity to achieve a target precision
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3 Linkage with similar studies and other platforms
3.1 Account of the provisions of the DCF
The COST project is financed through the DCF for the purpose of the DCF. In the
Commission decision (EC) 2008/949, it is required to provide precision estimates for
each of the parameters collected through a sampling programme. COST has been
designed to answer such a requirement for all biological parameters. For more
details, see section 4.8.

3.2 Account of other international research activities
The project was largely based on the two precision workshops WKSCMFD (ICES
2004) and WKSDFD (ICES 2005a) that have prepared the ground and provided most
of the core team experts to this project. Advantage was also taken of the Workshop
on Discard Sampling Methodology and Raising Procedures (Anon. 2003) and on
projects that have been recently completed, like EMAS (Anon. 2001a) or SAMFISH
(Anon. 2001b).
ICES WKACCU (ICES, 2008) occurring during the course of the project was also
considered. A certain number of the extensive list of bias indicators can be estimated
with COST tool, such as Sampling coverage (time, space and metier).
The data format exchange originated from the one used in the FishFrame project and
both formats have progressed together during the project to achieve the objectives
needed for COST. The software chosen for the project is R and the objects and basic
methods are based on those developed in FLR. Specialists from these two projects
were highly involved in the discussions inside the project as they are members of the
core team. The use of internationally well-known structures of the objects will make it
easier for the statisticians outside of COST to further contribute to the development
of the methods.

3.3 Linkage to National databases
At a national, or even at a local level, any kind of database in every Member States
containing sampling information will have two possibilities to use COST. In both
cases, updating on a regular basis the COST package will ensure using the most
recent methods
1. export their data in the entry text format used by COST and use the COST
methods in the R environment
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2. interface the COST R objects in their own environment and develop userfriendly interface following the same philosophy as described in chapter 3.5 on
the complementarities with FishFrame.
COST methods are designed to work on the most disaggregated data, even on a
fragmented part of the database for e.g. exploratory analyses purpose. Such
analyses can be available for the technicians in charge of the field sampling
implementation helping all the persons involved in the sampling process to improve
the quality of their work.

3.4 Linkage to international databases
International databases can be subdivided in two groups : international databases
containing raw data and international databases containing aggregated data.
The first group may consider the country as a strata or use a fleet-based approach
without country consideration. The use of COST in this case will be similar to the use
of COST in the FishFrame environment (see next section).
The second group includes the ICES Intercatch database which is under
development. In this case, it is the data used for assessment purpose together with
descriptive fields which are stored. COST is working upstream these aggregated
databases, and has developed export methods to the Intercatch format, as well as
some of the requested information on the quality of the estimates (see also next
section for those countries uploading their data into FishFrame).

3.5 Complementarity with FishFrame
COST has developed in close cooperation with the FishFrame project and the two
projects are complementary to each other. To that aim, all relevant COST methods
may be interfaced in FishFrame, so that these are available to the FishFrame users
enriched with user friendly interface. Furthermore, the exchange format imported to
the COST environment and uploaded in FishFrame has evolved together to define
the FishFrame/COST Data exchange Format (see section 5, 6 and Annex 1).

3.6 Linkage with FLR
The FLR library is a collection of tools in R that facilitates the construction of bioeconomic simulation models of fisheries and ecological systems. COST uses the
same environment and the same architecture of objects as in FLR and, thus, all the
outcomes of COST are naturally a source of basic data for the FLR users. Since
there is a need to load the FLCore package to exchange data with FLR, the
appropriate method for creating a FLCore object from a COST object has been
implemented into a specific COSTlink package.
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4 Description of the project
4.1 On the Open Source philosophy
The COST project will be developed in Open Source, thus will respect the Open
Source philosophy. The salient points of the open source has been presented and
discussed in preamble of the first COST expert meeting. The principal points
discussed were about distribution of the code source for improvement purpose and
rights attributed to the developed software (Creative Commons). For detailed
information on the open source philosophy, the reference on-line documentation can
be found at:
http://www.gnu.org
http://www.opensource.org/docs/definition.php
http://www.creativecommons.org
http://www.catb.org/~esr/writings/cathedral-bazaar

4.2 COST Website
The Developers and Members of COST project use the open source possibilities
offered by a free service to Open Source developers offering easy access to the best
in version control systems (CVS/SVN), mailing lists, bug tracking, message
boards/forums, task management, site hosting, permanent file archival, full backups,
and total web-based administration (http://developer.berlios.de/projects/cost-project/).
The public access to all packages of COST, examples of use and manuals is
available on http://wwz.ifremer.fr/cost

4.3 Genericity of COST
COST methods do not take into account all the local/regional sampling specificities,
nor will they access all the different data formats stored in European databases. In
order to ensure the genericity of the COST methods, and consequently their high
quality, a fixed number of options are available to describe the sampling designs. The
options taken into account were discussed during the first COST expert meeting held
in Lisbon (October 2007). These options are meant to reflect the majority of the
current situations all over Europe. The alternatives are shown in the table below,
where in any given situation, the user should describe one sampling design by
choosing one option per line.
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SAMPLING
STRATEGIES

Sampling for age via length structure
Sampling for
length in
Commercial
Categories

Sampling for length in fishing trips
from unsorted
catches

Sampling directly for age

from Commercial
Categories

Age samples independent (ALK)

Sampling for age in fishing trips

from unsorted
catches

Sampling for age
in Commercial
from Commercial
Categories
Categories

Month

Quarter
Space

Stock

Area

Fleet

Gear

Rectangle
Technical

Harbours
Métier

SAMPLING
SOURCE

Sorting
Commercial category

Observer onboard

Harbour

Auction/Market

DATA
STATUS

SAMPLING
STRATIFICATION

Time
Year

Raw

Validated

Consistent/
Consolidated

Coast Guards

Purchase

Research
vessel

Table 1 : Alternatives to summarise any sampling design. Source COST expert meeting.

4.4 Status of the COST data: Categorisation of the dataset
COST data are imported from local database at the very raw level. A first round of
errors and integrity checks is performed at the importation. It is the user responsibility
to make sure the data are compatible with the COST data exchange format. Once in
R, the status of the data is RAW. The following steps shift the data status to
VALIDATED and finally CONSOLIDATED.
The status of the data is about labelling the dataset in order to ascertain its usability
for the methods estimating the properties of the parameters. The objective is to
obtain a so-called consolidated dataset where all errors, mis-allocations have been
checked and exploratory analysis performed. The shift from one status to another
may require modifications of the data and/or modification of the stratification.
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RAW status
In order to get the status VALIDATED, the following methods must be performed:
1. Appropriate coding of variables and
2. Report of al errors
3. Check for errors (misallocations, possible outliers, …)
4. [Outside COST] Correction of the dataset if necessary and re-validation
process until the user decides the dataset is clear
VALIDATED status
The VALIDATED status has exactly the same data structure as the RAW status. This
status is intermediate between the RAW and the CONSOLIDATED status, and is
meant to perform a set of methods helping the user to aggregate the strata or change
the stratification coding depending on (i) the properties of the samples and (ii) the
demand of the final user. The following methods must be performed:
1. Reporting of the prevailing information.
2. Re-stratification. The function defining the stratification enables a flexible way
of re-stratifying the dataset. This is essential with regards to the philosophy of
the shift from VALIDATED to CONSOLIDATED status. The CONSOLIDATED
status is the status where the data will be provided to end-users, therefore the
stratification strategy used to collect the data may be inaccurate. Moreover,
the CONSOLIDATED status is the status where the data provider certifies that
the sampling is representative of the underlying population, and this may need
some stratification processing. The re-stratification helping tool is simply a
graphical output of the sampling effort against the population value (total
landings or effort). It will be to the user responsibility to modify the stratification
if needed and assess the consistency of the data with regards to an
(internationally) agreed stratification.
3. Anonymisation of the vessel identifier.
4. Create the CONSOLIDATED dataset (structure modified from VALIDATED
status).
CONSOLIDATED status
The CONSOLIDATED status is the status where the data can be shared between
partners and provided to end-users. The reporting function developed for the
VALIDATED status applies to the CONSOLIDATED status, as for the graphics tool
that help the user to re-stratify.
The different status of the data always refer to disaggregated information. No
aggregation method is used at this stage.
The CONSOLIDATED status is the status to be used for the methods estimating the
properties of the parameters (design-based and model-based working packages).
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When consolidating the dataset the user, without knowing it, is doing the most critical
phase of the analysis. By his choice (sampling strategy, stratification), the user will
determine the exact positioning of the information in the totally redefined
consolidated format.
The new fields of the consolidated structure are
1. PSUid : Primary Sampling Unit identifier : the trip
2. SSUid : Secondary Sampling Unit identifier : the fishing operation
3. TSUid : Tertiary Sampling Unit identifier : the commercial category
4. SubSampling category: all information enabling to distinguish identical PSUid,
SSUid and TSUid
Source

Strategy

On-Board

SSUid

TSUid

subSampCat

Sampling for length/age Trip Identifier.
in fishing trips from
Commercial Category

Fishing
Operation

Comm.
Cat.

Sub Comm. Cat

Sampling for length/age Trip Identifier.
in fishing trips from
unsorted catches

Fishing
Operation

NA

NA

Sampling for length/age Date + Vessel
in fishing trips from
Identifier.
Commercial Category

Idem PSUid

Comm.
Cat.

Sub Comm. Cat

Sampling for length/age Date + Vessel
in fishing trips from
Identifier.
unsorted catches

NA

NA

NA

Date+Vessel
Identifier.+
Sampling for length/age
Commercial
in Commercial
category
Category

NA

NA

NA

Date + Vessel
Identifier.

Idem PSUid

Comm.
Cat.

Sub Comm. Cat

Date + Market
Identifier.

Idem PSUid

Comm.
Cat.

Sub Comm. Cat

Purchase

Purchase
Identifier.

NA

NA

NA

Survey

Survey Identifier. Fishing
Operation

NA

NA

Market

PSUid

Table 2 : Information contained in the fields PSUid, SSUid, TSUid and subSampCat of the
CONSOLIDATED tables.
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The table 2 summarises the information contained in the new fields of the
CONSOLIDATED tables depending on the data source and the sampling strategy as
defined in table 1.
Three additional fields are created for the stratification. They are
5. time : replacing the fields date, quarter, year, and containing the information
required in the stratification and recoding object.
6. space : replacing the fields area, rect, and sub-rectangle and containingg the
information required in the stratification and recoding object.
7. technical, replacing the fields commCat, foCatEu5, foCatEu6, foCatNat and
containing the information required in the stratification and recoding object.
This phase of creating a new structure and positioning exactly all information at the
right place is the step that ensures the robustness and genericity of COST.
Moreover, such an approach authorises mixing different sources for the same
analysis. For example, raising the length structures can make use of both the market
sampling and the retained part sampled on-board commercial vessel, after
verification of absence of bias. Given its importance, this phase is considered as one
of the major achievement of the project.

4.5 Accounting for 0-values
Sampling protocols for on-board observations usually provide detail on which species
must be observed (weight, length measures) for the discarded and retained parts. By
so doing, a species may be unrecorded during one trip because it was absent or
because it was not part of the species to be observed. Accounting for 0-values (real
absence of the catch) is thus not straightforward, and applying simple means on the
datasets leads invariably on a strong bias in the estimates. This is not the case for
market sampling or biological parameters since only the actual data are used for
raising and estimating. To account for 0-values, COST methods make use of two
fields in the commercial sampling dataset (table hh), i.e. catch registration and
species registration. Excerpt from the Data exchange Specifications (Annex I) :
Catch registration : This field describes which fraction of the catch was registered for
a given fishing operation. If the value “None” is used then Species Registration must
also be assigned “None” (Criteria to be checked). The fixed list of possible entries are
the following:
a) ”All” = Species information for the given fishing operation are expected for
both Landings and Discards fractions. If there is no SL record it is a true
measured 0-value.
b) "Lan" = Species information for the given fishing operation are expected only
for the landed fraction. For this fraction, if there is no SL record, it is a true
measured 0-value. For the discards; no SL record is expected as it has not
been registered.
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c)

"Dis" = Species information for the given fishing operation are expected only
for the discarded fraction. For this fraction, if there is no SL record, it is a true
measured 0-value. For the landings; no SL record is expected as it has not
been registered.

d) "Non" = “None”. There are no species recorded for the given fishing operation
(Criteria to be checked).
Species registration : This field describes whether all species or only a subset has
been registered for a given fishing operation. If the value “None” is used then Catch
Registration must also be assigned “None” (Criteria to be checked).
a) ”All” = records in the Species List table (table SL) are expected for all species
relative to the given part of the catch (Landings / Discards) and the given
fishing operation. If there is no SL record for a species, it means that this
species has not been caught, ie it is a true measured 0-value.
b) "Par" = “Partial”. records in the Species List table (table SL) are expected only
for some of the caught species. If there is no SL record, then it is not known if
it is a true measured 0-value. The user must then refer to the sampling
protocol for an exact list of species that has been observed, this can be
provided by the institute in charge of the sampling programme.
c) "Non" = “None”. There are no records in the Species List table (table SL)
(Criteria to be checked).
The fields catch registration and species registration are important to be carefully
filled when preparing datasets for COST analysis. On top of this, a special subsetting function has been implemented when extracting one species from a multispecies dataset. This function (subsetSpp) does not remove the fishing operations
(in hh) nor fishing trips (in tr) where the selected species was not present. By doing
this, the user is ensured that the 0-values are always taken into account in the
analysis.

4.6 Accounting for missing data
The common COST format allows data from multiple countries to be combined into a
single analysis. For the analytical and bootstrap methods it is necessary that the
sampling strategies are the same, though this is not necessary for the modelling
approach. This way of sharing samples within an international dataset can help fill
empty strata.
If the Age-Length-Key (ALK) approach is used (ie the bootstrap or analytical
methods), COST offers a variety of possibilities for imputing data. These include
modification of the length increments, and copying of age distributions between
adjacent length classes. These methods can be applied automatically for
bootstrapping. Gaps in the ALK can also be filled manually, cell by cell, if this is
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necessary. In all cases, COST keeps track of the changes, and provides visual help
on the original and resultant ALK.
If the modelling approach is used, missing data is much less of a problem. There is
no ALK and so no need to impute data. Empty strata are also much less of a
problem, since the catch parameters are estimated using gear, season and area as
covariates, and can therefore be estimated for any combination of these covariates,
even if there is no data for some combinations. Different sampling strategies can also
be combined into a single analysis.

4.7 Progression of the analysis with COST packages and methods
After having prepared a dataset, and filled all information required for the commercial
sampling, effort and landings tables, or better after having extracted the datasets at
the COST format from the central database, the user is ready to start a full analysis.
The user may start from a blank sheet in a new R session, or start from a previous
analysis (similar stock, area, previous year...). In any case, he has to create a R
script and save it on a working directory.
The first action to perform is to import the data in R and COST environment from flat
tables (csv files) or from R data frames if they exist (User manual - section 2). This
importation phase will check and control all the fields and the integrity of the
datasets. This phase which brings the datasets in the RAW status, is known as
critical since formatting issues are difficult to avoid.
For upgrading the data to the VALIDATED status, the user will have to explore the
dataset, look for outliers, mis-stratification and sources of bias (User manual –
section 3). At his disposal, an extensive tool box, going from simple to more
sophisticated scatter plots, and spatial mapping. It is quite common (from the beta
testing experience) that the exploratory analysis methods detect errors to be
corrected in the database. The COST team recommends then to make the
appropriate correction and start again the analysis with a new exported dataset.
For ensuring the genericity of the estimation methods, the essential information are
all stored in a specific new field. It is the case for the stratification (time, space and
technical) but also for the description of the samples (primary, secondary and tertiary
sampling units). As detailed in section 4.4, the phase upgrading the dataset from
VALIDATED to CONSOLIDATED status is thus seen as the most important phase of
the data preparation. To this aim, the user will have to specify exactly what is the
stratification to be used, and also he will be given the possibility to re-stratify his
dataset, either to answer a specific demand or to be consistent with the sampling
protocol (User manual – section 4).
When comes the estimation phase, the philosophy of COST is to provide the user
with a large set of tools to be able to cope with different situation. It will take some
time to elaborate on a methodological key specifying which method to perform in a
given situation, although COST has developed the appropriate methodology for this
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purpose (User manual – section 13). In the meantime, it is expected that all methods
are without bias, and that they will all give approximately the same results when the
population is well sampled (User manual – sections 5 to 10). The problem of choice
may arise in the cases of poorly or non sampled strata. Also, the ICES WKDRP
(2007) elaborated a raising procedure key to define which methods to apply to which
situation. COST has developed all the methods needed to help the user follow the
raising procedure key and apply the most appropriate method, which are all available
(User Manual – section 6).
For the most experienced users, COST has chosen to develop modelling approach.
One is modelling the Age Length Key and the other applies a Bayesian method for
estimating all the parameters (User manual – section 11).
Once all the analysis is performed, COST has implemented some exportation
methods, in flat csv tables, in the InterCatch format and in the FLR format (User
manual – section 12). It is then highly advisable to save and store in a safe place the
full script written for all the analysis, with the aim of being able to repeat and/or copy
the analysis in the future.

4.8 DCF indicators
The COST project being closely linked to the DCF, the Data Exchange Format has
been deeply revised for taking into account the specificities of the new DCF and all
estimates are provided with variances. In the provisions of the DCF, it is made
reference to levels of precision to achieve, labelled as follows:
Where reference is made to precision/confidence level the following distinction shall
apply:
(a) Level 1: level making it possible to estimate a parameter either with a
precision of plus or minus 40 % for a 95 % confidence level or a coefficient of
variation (CV) of 20 % used as an approximation;
(b) Level 2: level making it possible to estimate a parameter either with a
precision of plus or minus 25 % for a 95 % confidence level or a coefficient of
variation (CV) of 12,5 % used as an approximation;
(c) Level 3: level making it possible to estimate a parameter either with a
precision of plus or minus 5 % for a 95 % confidence level or a coefficient of
variation (CV) of 2,5 % used as an approximation.
For all estimates, COST has developed a function for calculating the CV and a
function for calculating the confidence intervals. These two functions provide
individual estimates for each occurences of length/age and strata, which makes it
difficult most of the time to assess which level of precision is actually achieved. For
this reason, COST has anticipated one field of the dbeObject (see section 8.1 for
details) specific for receiving one value of precision related to a parameter estimate.
Waiting for the outcomes of the ICES WKPRECISE, to be held in September 2009,
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we have proposed a weighted mean of the CV over all length/age classes after
summing all strata to the population level.

4.9 Major achievements
Beside the project itself having gathered a pool of European statisticians and R
programmers together during 22 months to elaborate the COST project, there were
some important developments which may be considered as major achievements.
The first, considered as the foundations of the project is the common Data Exchange
Format specifications, elaborated together with the FishFrame developers (Annex I).
Although the details of the new DCF were available in July 2008, one year after the
start of COST, we managed to include all new elements to make the Data Exchange
Format, and thus the methods developed, compliant to the new Regulation. This has
been done at the price of important delays in the agenda of the programme.
The second major achievement is the success in gathering the outcomes of 4 years
of methodological workshops in the ICES and DCR world. This goes from the ICES
WKSCMFD in 2004 to the ICES WKACCU in 2008, and even, by anticipation, the
ICES WKPRECISE which will take place in 2009. It is possible to affirm that applying
the COST methods corresponds to respecting the main outcomes of all these
methodological workshops.
Following are other major achievements of the project.
•

The status of the data, especially the consolidated status, thought and
elaborated during the first COST expert meeting, is essential to the robustness
and genericity of all the methods developed.

•

The full open source and availability of all packages in both Windows and
Unix/Linux environment.

The last major achievement is having succeeded in creating a virtual population with
the Bayesian method (section 9) to simulate sampling and raising and then test the
different methods against the 'true' value. This is considered as the most promising
field opened by COST for a better understanding of the raising bias and uncertainties
in the near future. This possibility to test the different methods on a virtual population
enables to validate the accuracy of the methods proposed by the project.
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4.10 Expert meetings
There has been 2 COST expert meetings held during the period of the project :
1. Lisbon, Portugal. 16 – 18 October 2007.
2. Sukarrieta, Spain. 24-26 June 2008.
The minutes of these two meetings are available on the COST website
http://wwz.ifremer.fr/cost/documentation
Moreover the leaders of the COSTdbe and COSTsim package met in Port-en-Bessin
from 15-17 December 2008 to agree on the simulation of sampling over a virtual
population.
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5 Specifications of the Data Exchange format
5.1 Generalities
Basically, for any national database, the first operation to perform in order to use
COST methods will be to export the data in a single pre-defined format. The COST
team has chosen to start the elaboration of the data exchange format from the
existing FishFrame exchange format. Similarly, all modifications suggested for the
need of COST has been implemented in FishFrame. By doing so, the two teams wish
to stay totally consistent between them.
Any national or international database having access to raw validated data will have
the possibility to create a linkage to R and the COST methods and, if need be, a
user-friendly interface (not currently implemented). The main advantage of an
integrated approach such as the COST/FishFrame database approach is that the
users can permanently benefit from the developments/progress of the two projects.
The final agreement on the Data Exchange Format has been the object of a long
maturation, adding difficulties in the agenda of the developers. It is only after the last
revision (November 2008) that all methods could perform completely. This Data
Exchange Format (version 1.0 for COST and version 5.3 for FishFrame) has been
published as a Cooperative Research Report in ICES (Jansen et al., 2009). The
document
available
on
the
ICES
internet
website
(http://www.ices.dk/products/cooperative.asp) and is given in Annex I.
In summary, the data exchange specifications make use of nested tables classified in
three families :
•

Commercial Sampling data (CS)
◦ Table TR : Trip record
▪ Table HH : Fishing Station record
•

Table SL : Species List record
◦ Table HL : Length record

▪ Table CA : Sex, Maturity, Weight, Age, Length record
•

Commercial Fisheries Landings statistics (CL)

•

Commercial fisheries Effort statistics (CE)
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An important point to keep in mind is the need for COST to work on the raw validated
data exported by a national or international database. However COST methods will
not modify the raw validated data stored in the original database. The management
of the data (addition/modification/deletion) is the sole responsibility of the ad hoc
database managers.

5.2 Reference
Jansen, T. (Ed). 2009. Definition of Standard Data‐Exchange Format for Sampling,
Landings, and Effort Data from Commercial Fisheries. ICES Cooperative Research
Report No. 296. 43 pp.
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6 Description of COSTcore
6.1 Generalities
The basic COST S4 classes and methods are implemented in the COSTcore
package based on R version 2.8.1. The COSTcore classes map the FishFrame
version 5 exchange format, csData for CS tables, clData for CL tables and ceData for
CE tables. Considering the status of data proposed in COST (see section 4.4), this
package also implements the relevant classes for VALIDATED data (csDataVal,
clDataVal and ceDataVal) and CONSOLIDATED data (csDataCons, clDataCons,
ceDataCons). Each of these classes has creator methods, accessors, subseting
methods, replacement methods, rbind methods and a set of utils methods (dim,
head, tail, is, summary).
The final version of this package (version 1.3-3) implements the Data Exchange
Format Specifications defined by Jansen et al., (2009).
For more specific information consult the COSTcore help pages and the user
manual.

6.2 Reference used
Jansen, T. (Ed). 2009. Definition of Standard Data‐Exchange Format for Sampling,
Landings, and Effort Data from Commercial Fisheries. ICES Cooperative Research
Report No. 296. 43 pp.
R Development Core Team (2008). R: A language and environment for statistical
computing, reference index version 2.8.1. R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria. ISBN 3-900051-07-0, URL http://www.R-project.org.
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7 Description of COSTeda
The objective of the COSTeda is to allow the user to summarise, visually explore and
gain familiarity with the information contained in the COST data classes. This
process enables the user to i) make informed decisions about the quality of their data
to facilitate the passage of a data set from RAW status to VALIDATED status; ii) help
determine the most appropriate re-stratification options for the transition from
VALIDATED to CONSOLIDATED status.
To these ends COSTeda provides a suite of R functions that can be broadly
classified as summary functions, data manipulation functions and plotting functions.
The latter consist of a range of methods applicable to the biological parameters,
length frequency data, sampled volumes, sampling intensity and spatial data. Thus
the functions and methods within COSTeda will be briefly outlined under the broad
headings:
•

basic summary functions

•

data manipulation functions

•

plotting functions for:
◦ biological parameters (age, weight, sex, maturity)
◦ length frequencies, including outlier detection
◦ sampled volumes
◦ proportionality of sampling
◦ spatial plots, related functions and data sets

7.1 Basic summary functions
The function cstSummary provides table by table summaries of csData, clData and
ceData objects with options to limit the size of the summaries in the case of large
data sets, and to omit variables as specified.
The function tabConsist tabulates the occurrences of factor levels across a number
of COST data objects that can be specified by the user.

7.2 Data manipulation functions
COSTeda contains a number of special subset functions, such as subSetSpp, that
allow subsetting of csData, ceData and clData objects. These are of particular use for
the more commonly desired subsetting actions likely to be needed on large data sets
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e.g. subsetting by species, target assemblage, project codes and trip numbers.
These bespoke subset functions complement the highly versatile generic subset
function contained in COSTcore package.
The function mergecsData adds the pertinent space, time and technical fields to each
data frame within the original csData tables to enable the individual data frames to be
used in isolation.
The function disInfo records the output of a user specified call to tapply as a text file.

7.3 Plotting functions
COSTeda contains a rich selection of plotting functions for biological parameters,
length frequencies and sample volumes. These plotting functions make extensive
use of the R package Lattice (Sarkar, 2008) for the graphical outputs. The default
parameters of these plotting functions are contained in a list (called “gp”) in the
GraphsPar data.
7.3.1 Biological parameters
There are a number of functions designed to enable the user to explore the biological
parameters (length, weight, age, maturity, and sex) of the sampled species, data that
are contained in the ca table of csData.
The csPlot.Design function plots the incremental spread of the age classes, the
maturity stages, and the sex ratio of the sampled species against the distribution of
measured lengths and weights. Such plots provide a concise visual means of
assessing how length and weight change in relation to the age, maturity stages and
sex ratio of the sampled species.
The bioParplot function implements scatter plots of biological parameter data
contained in the ca table with user defined options to plot either the weight at length,
the maturity at length or the occurrence of a sex class over the represented length
classes. Further options allow outliers to be identified. The bioParBoxplot function
performs a similar range of operations but as boxplots.
The function ageLenMulti plots the proportion or the sample at age over the sample
length distribution for the data in a given ca table. Additionally the function fits a
multinomial model of age given length for a stratification defined by the user
(Gerritsen et al 2006).
7.3.2 Length frequencies
The function lenDisPlot plots the length distributions optionally at the resolution of
trips or of haul within a single trip for either landed or discarded fractions of the catch.
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7.3.3 Length frequencies - outlier detention
The function deltCalc quantifies the contribution of a single length frequency sample
to the total variance of all collected samples. This measure, called Delta (Vigneau
and Mahevas 2007), provides a valuable index of sample homogeneity. The deltCalc
function plots these delta values by sample index enabling the user to identify outliers
and thus check for the presence of spurious values in the length frequencies
concerned. The stratification can the defined by the user and displayed on the
generated figure, allowing the user to test different configurations.
7.3.4 Sample volumes (weight and numbers)
The function landisVol plots the landed or discarded weights by trip or haul and, as
such, provides a clear visual indication of the homogeneity of the sampled trips
and/or hauls.
The function disCorrPlot plots the weight or number of fish of the discarded fraction
of a catch against the landed weight or the trip duration. This function operates on
consolidated csData with the user defining the desired stratification.
7.3.5 Proportionality of Samples
The relativeValue function is an aid to considering the coverage of sampling (as
recorded in a csData), against landings or effort (as recorded in a corresponding
clData or ceData object respectively). The function plots the proportion of the
population variable (i.e. the total recorded landings or effort) over the factor levels of
the specified strata, such as months, area strata or métier. This can then be
compared to the proportional sampling intensity over the same range of strata.
Sampling intensity can be optionally defined, by the user, as number of individual fish
(either measured for length frequency or biological parameters), weight of samples,
number of samples or weight of landings that were sampled.
7.3.6 Spatial mapping
The spacePlot function provides the user with both a basic mapping function and
allows the spatial plotting of any of the numeric data within the COST data classes.
Based on the R function tapply the spacePlot function maps numeric variables over
spatial strata grouped by a function, the function being of any form that can be
passed to tapply. The options for spatial strata include ICES statistical rectangles,
ICES (FAO) areas, and GSA areas in the Mediterranean. Available map types are
image plots, contour plots, bubble plots and value plots. An overlay option provides
considerable scope to the user to generate single map comparison plots using
combinations of sampling, effort and landings data.
Additionally to support the user who wishes to pursue low level plotting options
COSTeda includes a basic raw data resource for spatial data which includes
coastlines, oceanographic depth contours landmass polygons, grid lines,
management area boundaries and lookup tables. For the manipulation of spatial data
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there is a range of conversion functions, such as convert.lon.lat.statsq that allows the
user to translate geographical points to statistical rectangles to management areas
and visa versa.

7.4 ALK model analysis
A multinomial analysis of age-at-length data is implemented for specified time,
technical and space stratification. This method can be used to test the differences
within stratifications in age-at-length proportions.
The method to model age–length keys (ALKs) is using a Generalised Linear
Modelling approach. The (multinomial) aged data are presented to the model in pairs
of consecutive age classes so they take on a binomial form (each observation
belongs to one of the two age classes). The models can be used for a number of
purposes, in the simplest form they can estimate proportions at age for length
classes for which no age data is available. It is also possible to test whether two or
more ALKs are significantly different.

7.5 Reference used
Gerritsen, H.D., McGrath, D., and Lordan, C. (2006) A simple method for comparing
age-length keys reveals significant regional differences within a single stock of
haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus). ICES Journal of Marine Science, 63: 10961100.
Sarkar, D. 2008. Lattice. Springer-Verlag New-York Inc. 288 p.
Vigneau, J., and Mahevas, S. 2007. Detecting sampling outliers and sampling
heterogeneity when catch-at-length is estimated using the ratio estimator. – ICES
Journal of Marine Science, 64: 1028–1032.
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8 Description of COSTdbe
8.1 Introduction
The COSTdbe package provides design-based estimates for a range of parameters.
They are:
•

total discards, discards-at-length and discards-at-age

•

total catch, catch-at-age and catch-at-length

•

total landings, landings-at-age and landings-at-length

•

mean weight-at-length and mean weight-at-age

•

proportion mature-at-length and proportion mature-at-age

•

sex-ratio at length and sex-ratio at age

These estimates are provided for each combination of the space, time and technical
strata supplied.
Two approaches to estimate the variance of the parameters are included: (i)
analytical calculations derived from the sampling theory (Cochran, 1977) and (ii)
bootstrap resampling (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). For discards, the bootstrap
approach is not currently implemented, otherwise the choice between the methods
should be made based on the properties of the methods (see e.g. ICES 2004) and
the data available. The COSTsim module (see Section 10) allows the choice of
method to be explored.
Then once the required estimates have been produced, additional functions are
available to calculate confidence intervals, coefficients of variation (CV) and DCF
indicators; to create plots and reports and to export the results. Pre-processing
functions to view an ALK, compare it to a length distribution and address any gaps
are also provided.

8.2 The dbeObject
The design philosophy adopted within COST is to have a single, consistent format for
the outputs from estimating each parameter. In programming terminology this format
is set-up as an object, which we call the dbeObject. Complete details of the object
structure are given in the COST user manual, along with examples.
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A typical session using COSTdbe has the following steps:
•

Create a dbeObject, specifying the stock, species, catch category and strata
of interest

•

Run estimation functions, e.g. calculate numbers landed-at-length, then
numbers-at-age and CV. These functions update the relevant parts of the
dbeObject.

•

Repeat the process for creating another dbeObject for the next parameter of
interest or for the same parameter using a different estimation method.

•

Generate plots, standard reports and export data from the dbeObjects.

Methods
The follow sections provide details of the calculation methods (also known as raising
procedures) implemented within COSTdbe for each of the parameters.

8.3 Raising discards
The objective of COST design based estimates for discards is to provide discards
sampling users with methods that are practical, convenient and unbiased. We
recommend that scientists who carry out more complex analyses should compare
their results to one of these methods.
Four options are provided: there are methods for raising to the total number of trips,
to the total number of hauls and proportional to an auxiliary variable that are based
on Vigneau (2006) and a method for raising to days at sea, as in Lejamtel (2007).
To help to choose between the methods, the ICES Workshop on Discard Raising
Procedures (ICES, 2007) proposed a decision key which we reproduce below.

Raising Procedure Key
1. Is the sampling representative (mean length of vessels and mean auxiliary
variable sampled compared to the population, see section 4)?
Yes

Raise by trips AND go to 2

No

DON’T raise by trips and go to 2

2. Has the quality of the data used for raising been established (no
misreporting and availability, see section 4)?
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Yes

Go to 3

No

Go to 6

3. Are the discard and auxiliary variable linearly related (significant relationship
and positive slope)?
Yes

Raise by all variables and Go to 4

No

Go to 6

4. Compare the results of the different raising procedures:
Similar (<10-20% difference)

Go to 5

Dissimilar (>10-20% difference)

Go to 1*
*and find the cause of the difference!

5. Choose a method that is the least biased (trips if applicable, ratio if
regression passes trough origin or variable with less concerns) and most
precise (compare CV’s).
6. When there is no suitable raising procedure then identify the problem, identify
the population sampled (different stratification/sampling?) and start again!
Go to 1
Often, using the total number of fishing operations or the total number of fishing days
is more precise than raising to the total number of trips but the decision depends on
the quality of data collection. By providing all four estimators COST aims to make
comparisons between them straightforward. COST includes a method to calculate
the correlation between the sampled discards and auxiliary variables such as
landings and fishing time. This allows question 3 of the Raising procedure key to be
fully addressed.
The full algebraic details of the estimators are given in the next four subsections. For
all the estimators, two simplifying assumptions are used regarding the number of
stages of sampling and the use of finite population corrections. In a sampling scheme
of catches on-board fishing vessels there are up to 5 stages of sampling: vessels,
trips, hauls, boxes and counting/measuring of one species. However, variation
between boxes contributes very little to the overall variance (Tamsett et al. 1999) and
there are often very few vessels with multiple trips sampled. Therefore, the
estimators are derived in terms of the variation between trips and variation between
hauls within a trip. When estimating the variance, a theoretical guideline is to include
a finite population correction if more than 5% of the population is sampled. In the
following formulae this correction is applied to the variation within trips, but not
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between trips, because well over 5% of the hauls are sampled during a trip while
considerably less than 5% of all trips are sampled.

8.3.1 First estimator : raising to the total number of trips
Population

Sample

N

n

Y ij

y ij

ii=1,… , N 

ii=1,… , n

Mi

mi

j  j=1, … , M i 

j  j=1, … , mi 

Number of trips
Volume of discards in a haul j of a trip i
Reference to a trip
Number of hauls in a trip i
Reference to a haul
Haul level

Mi

mi

Mean volume of discards per haul in a
trip i

1
Yi =
∑Y
M i j=1 ij

Mean volume of discards per haul

1
Yi = ∑ Yi
N i=1

1

y i= ∑ 
y
n i=1 i

Total volume of discards in a trip i

Y i =M i Yi

y i=M i yi

Mean volume of discards per trip

1
Y = ∑ Y i
N i=1

N

yi=

1
∑y
mi j =1 ij
n

Trip level

N

Variance (between hauls and within trip i)

Mi

2
∑  Y ij−Yi 

S 22i = j=1

M i−1

n

y i=

mi

∑  y ij− yi 

s 22i = j =1

Assumption: The trips are drawn at random with equal probability p=1/ N
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1
∑ y
n i=1 i

m i−1

2

Population

Sample

N

Y =∑ Y i

Total volume of discards (in a stratum)

i=1

N
y I =
n

[

m
n
n
y
N
N
∑ yi = n ∑ M i y i = n ∑ M i ∑ mij
i =1
i=1
i=1
j=1
i
n

i

y I =

N
n

]

n

∑ yi
i =1

(8.1)

the associated variance is
n

Var  y I =

2

∑  yi − y ]
N2
i=1

n

n−1

N

n

2

n

s
∑ M  1−mi /M i  m2i
i=1
i

(8.2)

2
i

8.3.2 Second estimator : Raising to the total number of hauls
Population

Sample

N

Total volume of discards (in a stratum)

Y =M

i=1
0 N

∑ Mi
i=1

yII =M

i=1
0 n

∑ yi
yII =M 0

i=1
n

∑ Mi
i=1

mi

n

∑ yi

n

∑ Yi

n

=M 0 ∑ M i
i =1

∑ Mi
i=1

n

y i

=M 0 ∑

n

i=1

∑ Mi

Mi
mi

i=1

∑ yij
j =1
n

(8.3)

∑ Mi
i=1

the associated variance is
2

 y i −y ] N
N2
Var  yII =
M 2i

∑
n i=1
n−1
n
n

2

n

∑ M 2i  1−mi /M i 
i=1

s 2i
mi

(8.4)

If N is missing, the total number of trips at the population level is replaced
, M
 being the mean number of fishing operations per trip.
automatically by M 0 / M
It comes then
2

n
y −y
M 20  2 n
M0
s 22i
2  i ]
2

Var  yII =
M ∑ Mi

M ∑ M i  1−mi / M i 
n
n−1
n
mi
i=1
i=1
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8.3.3 Third estimator : Raising to the total number of fishing days
Population
Number of days

Sample
n

D

d =∑ d i
i=1

k  k =1,… , Di 

Reference to a day

k  k =1,… , d i 

Day level
M ik

Mean volume of discards in a haul j of a
day k in a trip i

1
Yik =
∑Y
M ik j =1 ikj

Total volume of discards for te day k in a
trip i

Yik =∑ Y ikj

M ik

j=1

mik

1
yik =
∑y
mik j=1 ikj
M ik m
yik =
∑y
mik j=1 ikj
ik

Trip level
Di

Total volume of discards in a trip i

Y i =∑ Yik
k=1

yIII =

n

D

∑

n

∑ Di

i=1

D i d M ik m
∑ ∑ ∑ y ikj
d i k=1 m ik j =1
i

Di d
y i= ∑ yik
d i k=1
i

ik

(8.6)

i=1

the associated variance is
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2

(8.7)

8.3.4 Fourth estimator: proportional to an auxiliary variable
Let X be the auxiliary variable. Auxiliary variables can be fishing time, landings of all
the species or a component of the landings (e.g. small female Nephrops)
Population

Sample

Auxiliary variable (X)
Mean per haul in a trip i

Mi

mi

 = 1 ∑ X ij
X
M i j=1

1
x = ∑ x ij
mi j=1

X i =M i X i

x i=M i xi

Total in a trip i
Trip level

mi

2
1
 xij − yi − R xi  ]
s =
y ij − R
∑

[
m i−1 j =1
2
2i

Variance (between hauls or within trip i)

N

n

∑ M i Yi
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∑ M i yi

i=1
N

R= i=1
n

i=1

i =1

∑ M i X i

∑ M i xi

N

∑Yi
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i=1
N
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i =1

n

 X
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i=1
n
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=X
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i

n
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Mi m
∑x
mi j =1 ij
i

∑
i =1

n

the associated variance is
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N
n

2
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N
n
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n

∑ M i2
i =1

 1−mi / M i 
mi

s 22i

(8.9)

8.4 Raising length structure - Analytical
Table 1, in Section 4, identified a variety of sampling strategies for collecting length
data. The length structure raising procedure implemented is applicable to all these
strategies.
Inputs to the procedure are a commercial sampling dataset and a commercial
landings dataset. These need to have the same stratification which should be
specified in the appropriate field of the dbeObject (see section 8.2).
The method produces estimates of numbers-at-length, and reports the number of
samples, number measured and total landed weight. Details of how these are
calculated are given below. Estimates are produced for each combination of the
space, time and technical strata specified in the dbeObject supplied to the function.
Number of samples
The number of length samples is given by the number of unique values in the primary
sampling unit (PSU) field of the station record (hh table).
Number measured
The number of length samples is the total number of fish measured (from hl table).
Total landed weight
The total landed weight per stratum is taken directly from the commercial landings
dataset. If adjustments to the landed weight are given in the data these are applied
as:
Total Landings = Official Landings * Multiplier + Unallocated Catch + Misallocated
Catch
If the multiplier field in the data set is empty then a value of one is assumed, similarly
if unallocated catch and misallocated catch values are missing they are assumed to
be zero.
Numbers-at-length
The raising procedure is based on four levels of sub-sampling which are labelled
primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary sampling units (PSU, SSU, TSU, QSU)
and the steps involved are to successively:
1. raise the length structure from sub-sample to sample using the sampled
weight (QSUid), then
2. raise to commercial categories if any, by summing all samples in one category
(TSUid), then
3. add all commercial categories to the fishing operation (SSUid) then
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4. add all fishing operations and scale to the total number of fishing operations in
a trip (PSUid), then
5. add all trips within a stratum to raise to the total landings weight.
Not all sampling strategies include all levels of sub-sampling, but the method is
generic as if a level is missing the relevant raising step simply uses a multiplier of
one.
The method can also cope with more complex situations when the commercial
landings data use a taxon name and this needs to be matched to species names in
the length sampling data. This feature can be used to handle commercial sampling
datasets containing mixed species in the sampled boxes, which all together match a
commercial taxon, as is the case for e.g. rays or anglerfish. It also applies to cases
where the commercial landings data are for mixed sexes but individuals are
identified by sex in the length sampling dataset, as is the case for e.g. megrim or
Nephrops.
The full details of the raising algorithm, calculations used and analytical variance
estimates are as follows.
Let the following notations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D l =

l : length index (j = 1, …, L)
psu : Primary Sampling Unit index (psu = 1, …, PSU)
ssu : Secondary Sampling Unit index (ssu = 1, …, Mi )
M i : number of SSUid
mi : number of SSUid sampled
tsu : Tertiary Sampling Unit index (tsu = 1, …, TSU)
qsu : Quarternary Sampling Unit index (qsu = 1, …, QSU)
 : Total landings estimator (in number)
D
d : Number of fish in the sample
wl : Weight of the level
ws : Sampled weight
wt : Weight of the species/taxa/sex

W
PSU

∑

wl psu

∑ 
PSU

psu=1

d l , psu

psu=1
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Mi



Mi m
wl

d l , psu =
d l , ssu ssu
∑
mi ssu=1
ws ssu
i

∑



d l , psu = ssu=1

or

wt ssu

mi

∑

ssu=1

wt ssu

mi



mi

∑

ssu=1



d l , ssu

wl ssu
When under auction M i=mi=1 then it comes d l , psu = ∑ d l , ssu
ws ssu
ssu=1


∑
TSU

wl
d l, ssu = ∑ d l ,tsu tsu
ws tsu
tsu=1
d l, tsu =
D l =

QSU

qsu=1

d l , qsu

W
PSU

∑

psu=1

wl psu

W

∑

psu=1

wl psu

∑
PSU

psu=1





wl qsu
ws qsu

M i m TSU QSU
wl
d l , qsu qsu
∑
∑
∑
mi ssu=1 tsu=1 qsu=1
ws qsu
i

D l =

PSU

∑

PSU

∑

psu=1

mi

TSU



∑
PSU

W
psu=1

PSU






When QSU does not exist,

=
W

wl ssu
ws ssu

wl psu

QSU

psu=1

Mi
wl
wt qsu qsu
∑
∑
∑
mi ssu=1 tsu=1 qsu=1
ws qsu

 =W when species/taxa/sex = taxon
W
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(8.10)



M i m TSU
wt
d l , tsu lsu
∑
∑
mi ssu=1 tsu=1
wt tsu , etc..
i

(8.11)

No

Yes

If sex or taxa in the
boxes

ws = sum of weight for all
sexes/taxa in the box

ws = wt

No

Yes
If sex in the boxes
Creates the d_j 5 dimensional
objects (length, QSUid, TSUid,
SSUid, PSUid)

subsetSpp on
one sex

subsetSpp on
one taxon

Calculates the
variances of D_j

Creates the w 4 dimensional
objects (QSUid, TSUid,
SSUid, PSUid)
No

dim(sl)=0

Calculates
totLandings

Sum d_j and w over all
dimensions and raise sampled
weight to actual weight

Yes
return(error)
Estimate D_j and W
for all strata

Algorithm used in RaiseLgth method
The variance of such an estimator is given in the report of WKSCMFD (ICES, 2004):

 
PSUid

Var  D l =Var

∑
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∑

W psuid
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PSUid

PSUid

∑
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∑
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W
1
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∑

∑
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∑
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W psuid
W
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8.5 Estimation of the age structure using an Age Length Key - Analytical
For sampling procedures that collect age samples to form an age-length key (ALK),
once the estimates at length have been calculated then the next step in the
processing is to calculate the ALK and apply it to the length distribution to give
estimates at age.
Because estimates by length are provided for each combination of the space, time
and technical strata and the biological data (ca table) does not include technical
stratification, age data from the appropriate space and time strata are applied to each
technical strata of the estimates by length.
Note also that the age raising method allows an age ‘plus group’ to be specified. All
ages greater or equal to the plus group age are set to this age.
As with the length raising procedure the number of samples and number measured
are output these are defined as:
Number of samples
The number of age samples is given by the number of unique values in the PSU
(primary sampling unit) field of the biological data (ca table).
Number measured
The number of otoliths is the number of non-missing age observations in the
biological data.
Numbers-at-age
The method implemented is based on the following formulae from the report of
WKSCMFD (ICES, 2004). Using the following notation:
•

D: the total landings estimator (in number)

•

Di : the landings estimator at age i (in number)

•

p i : the estimator of age i proportion of landings

•

p il : the estimator of age i at length l proportion of landings

•

D il : the estimator of the jth length class landings in age i

 p i
The estimator of the landings at age i is i D i = D
and its variance estimator decomposed into three elements is:
 p = p 2 Var  D
 D 2 Var  p Var  DVar

Var  D =Var  D
 p =V1V2V3
i

i

i

i

(8.13)

This expression shows the importance of the precision of the age-length key
compared to the precision in the estimation of the landings. The second element V2
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of the variance will often be the larger component of Var  D i  , since it is a function of
the squared landings in number.
An analytical formulation of the aged landings variance estimator is available (e.g. in
Quinn and Deriso 1999) for the case of a random sampling design (without any
stratification). First, we define the variance of the total landings and the variance of
the proportion of landings at age i. The total landings estimator is the result of the
length sampling, while the estimator of the proportion of landings at age i is provided
by the age sampling. Thus the total landings estimator is
 ∑ N l
D=
l

and the estimator of the proportion of landings for age i is

∑ Dli ∑ D l pli
p i= l
= l
D
∑ D l
l

With an assumption of proportional allocation, the estimate of the variance of the
proportion at age i (Kimura 1977, Lai 1987) is
2

var  p i =∑
l

qil pl l 1−q il  pl l qil − pl l 
ml M

2

(8.14)
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8.6 Direct estimation of the age structure - Analytical
In some protocols ages are collected through a random sample or by directly reading
the age (e.g. scallops). This technique avoids the use of an Age Length Key and the
raising may be done using the theory for simple random sampling. The samples may
be first sorted into market categories. A fixed number of fish are sampled within each
market category allowing the assessment of length, weight, sex, maturity stage and
age of each fish sampled. The procedure described here starts with a general
stratum.
8.6.1 Raising procedure
Let n denote the (aggregated)
number of fish sampled per
stratum and P(a) the age
probability distribution per stratum.
The observed numbers of fish per
age group (n·P(a)), within a
stratum, are multiplied with a
raising factor (F) to estimate
population numbers at age (Na).
The raising factor
(F) is the
inverse of the weight fraction
sampled per stratum (W/w or
W/n·wbar). W, is the (aggregated)
landing weight per stratum and w
is the weight of the sample taken
per stratum. W is considered a
known figure. The numbers at age
estimates for the different strata
are summed, resulting in an
estimate of the total number of fish
landed per age group.
8.6.2 Uncertainty
Suppose the true (and unknown)
P
number of age group a is Na, then a equals N a / N , where P a is the true and
unknown proportion of age a fish in the landings. In the sample each fish is aged
and the resultant frequency of age a is n a then hat P a =n a /n , and
2
2
SE  P a =Perr = P a 1− P a /n and if n is large (>30) then the normal approximation
can be applied to obtain a confidence interval for P a . The precision of the number at
age estimates depends also on the precision of the estimated average weights of
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sampled fish werr  . Using the partial derivatives of the functional equation results in
a row vector of these partial derivatives d  .

[

−W P a
w2

]

[

]

W
werr
0
and E=
, the error terms in diagonal structure. The
0
perr
w

standard error of the number at age estimate is, written in matrix notation as:
 d.E.E.d '
d=

8.7 Estimation of length and age structure using an ALK – Resampling
Sections 8.4 and 8.5 describe the estimation of the length and age structure along
with analytical formulae for estimating variance. To reduce the assumptions when
calculating the variance and resulting confidence intervals it can be useful to apply a
resampling based approach instead of the analytical formulae.
Here a non-parametric bootstrap is implemented by resampling age and length
samples separately within each stratum. The sampling units are defined by unique
values in the PSU (primary sampling unit) field. The new set of samples generated is
then processed in the same manner as the original data, i.e. following the raising
procedure in 8.4 and 8.5, to produce estimates of numbers-at-length and at-age. This
is repeated for a large (e.g. 3000) number of iterations, B.
Estimates from the original data are output to the $rep elements of dbeObject with
iter = 0 and estimates from the bootstrap samples are output with iter = 1 to B.
Estimation of the length structure, age structure and total number estimates are
calculated as the mean of the bootstrap replicates and their respective variances are
the variance of the bootstrap replicates
It is important to realise that if very few samples are present in the original data, then
few distinct choices of samples are possible when bootstrapping an this reduces the
reliability of the variance estimates. Therefore the bootstrapping function outputs a
warning if any stratum contains fewer than 5 length or age samples.
Similarly, gaps in the data provided can also cause problems for the processing. If
there are length groups with data in the ALK but none in the length distribution, this
does not affect the outputs but a warning is given that the length samples may not
cover the full length range. Gaps in the age-length-key are a more serious issue as
an estimate of probability at age is required for each length group in the length
distribution otherwise fish of that length will not be assigned to any age. A function
dedicated to fill the gaps in the ALK (alkLgthRec) provides a range of options to
address this issue in the original data. However, bootstrapping the age samples can
lead to gaps in the ALK even if the original ALK is complete. For example, if all the
fish in one length group come from a single age sample and it is not selected within a
bootstrap sample. Therefore, users should check the total numbers in the bootstrap
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replicates carefully against the original estimates. It is planned to implement
automated gap-filling within the bootstrap process using the functions such as
alkLgthRec already developed in COST.

8.8 Estimation of biological parameters – Analytical
We now move from estimating numbers at length and age to estimates for other
biological parameters (maturity, sex and weight) and their variances. Methods are
implemented for both direct sampling, where the proportions at length and age in the
sample reflect the population, and two-stage, length-stratified sampling where a
sample of fish is measured to produce a representative length distribution and
biological parameters are recorded for a stratified sub-sample of these fish, (e.g. 10
fish per length group). These methods are commonly applied to data from research
surveys to give estimates more closely relating to the species population rather than
the landings data.
For both sampling schemes, standard formulae for the mean and variance of the
mean are used to estimate maturity, sex and weight at length l
Mean Weight at length:
n

∑ wi

(8.15)

W l = i=1
nl
with

w i : individual weight
n l : number of fish within a length group

Proportion of mature at length:
Mat l=
with

nMat l
nMat l nImml

(8.16)

nMat l : number of mature fish within a length group
nImml : number of immature fish within a length group

Sex-ratio at length:
Sex l=
with

nF l
nF l nM l

(8.17)

nF l : number of females within a length group
nM l : number of males within a length group
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All three of these estimates can be written in the generalised form:
xl =

1
∑x
nl l =l l

(8.18)

i

where x represents weight, maturity (0 immature, 1 mature) or sex (0 male, 1
female) and nl is the number at length.
And the variances for the estimates are given by:
var  xl =

1
 x l − xl 2
n l  nl −1 ∑
l =l

(8.19)

i

For estimates by age from direct sampling the same formulae are used with age
, replacing length l .

a

For length-stratified sampling the estimates by age need to account for the length
distribution. Therefore, calculations by age use statistical weights. The derivation of
these weights is given at the end of the section. They are designed so that for each
age group the sum of statistical weights will equal the number of fish with biological
data, n a . This means the process is equivalent to using a maturity- (or sex or
weight) age-length key, accompanied with an analytical variance estimate.
Weighted mean and variance of the mean
xwa =

1

∑w x
∑ wi a =a i i
var  xwa =1−∑ wi  ∑ wi−1  ∑ w i  x i − xwa 2

(8.20)

i

(8.21)

ai =a

Definition of statistical weights used in calculations by age.
For each fish with biological data, define a raising factor:
r l=nl /ml

(1)

where n l is the number of fish measured within a length group
the number of fish subsampled in the same length group.
Calculate the sum of the raising factors for each age group
(2)

Ra = ∑ r l

where

a i denotes the age of fish

a,

ai =a

Assign statistical weight, to fish
(3)

w i=ma r l / Ra

where

ma

i .

i in length group

is the number of fish of age a
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l and age

with biological data.

a

l , and

ml

is

For each age group the sum of statistical weights will equal the number of fish with
biological data.

8.9 Estimation of biological parameters – bootstrap
The bootstrap method calculates empirical estimates of biological parameters
(proportion of maturity, sex-ratio and mean weight) by length and age, and their
associated variance using a non-parametric bootstrap procedure. All the calculations
are separately carried out for the temporal, space and technical stratification
previously defined by the user.
The empirical estimates by length and age are calculated following the same scheme
and formulas that are described in the analytical method (section 8.8). For calculating
the associated variance the bootstrap method draws B bootstrap samples of size n
from the original set of samples.
The overall process used in the bootstrap is:
1. Obtain a single sample of size n from the population under study and
calculate  (the estimate of  based on the original sample).
2. Generate a bootstrap sample of the same size
replacement from the original data.

n

by sampling with

3. Calculate  * , the value of the estimate based on the bootstrap resample.
The steps 2 and 3 are repeated to obtain a distribution of the statistic: 1* , 2* ,
…, B*
Two different bootstrap approaches can be applied. Resampling the original
sampling unit (PSU) is most appropriate as it retains the correlation structure with the
samples. However, for completeness, resampling individual fish is also implemented.
Here, for length stratified data, resampling is made within the length groups and the
individual fish are treated as independent.
For each new bootstrap sample, statistics by length and by age are calculated to
obtain B bootstrap estimates of the biological parameter.
The bootstrap variance estimator for  is given by:
B

∑  * b−*b 

 b =1
V B  =

(8.21)

B−1

B

*
where :  .=∑ b

(8.22)

b=1
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8.10 Other methods available (Tool box)
8.10.1 Reporting
A method has been developed for reporting, i.e. automatically writing to a pdf
document, the main information contained in the object given as an argument. The
objects that can be reported are validated or consolidated datasets, a dbeObject and
a script of the analysis.
1. In the case of datasets, the reporting method will produce the main statistics
such as number of samples per strata, number of fish measured, etc...
2. In the case of a dbe Object, the report method will produce tables with the
estimates at length and at age together with their precision.
3. In the case of a R script, the report method will produce a document running
the script, ie displaying the outputs and graphs and reproducing all the
comments found in the script.
The pdf documents have been designed to have the COST signature, cannot be
modified by the user, and may contained the logo of the institute/administration that
has produced the statistics, if given as an argument of the method (in a jpg format).
Running this method requires an extra package to be uploaded in R (xtable) and a
software enabling R to produce pdf documents (MiKTeK or equivalent). In order to
avoid the need of setting up the extra features on a computer to run the basic COST
methods, the reporting method has been made available in a dedicated package
(COSTreport).
8.10.2 Exporting
Two different approaches to exporting data from COST have been implemented
depending on if it is necessary to load an external library or not. When the internal
methods are sufficient, dedicated functions have been developed to export data in
the appropriate format, e.g. writing to csv files or InterCatch flat tables.
When there is a need to load an external package, such as FLCore, to export the
raised data into another format, a dedicated package COSTlink has been
implemented. At the end of the COST project, only export to FLR is implemented in
this package. The advantage of creating a dedicated package for external linkage is
twofold:
1. It removes the need to install extra libraries when carrying out the analyses in
COST
2. loading the external library at the moment of exporting the data ensures that
the external library will be correctly updated.
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8.10.3 Others
A certain number of additional functions are available to the users. They were
developed for
•

handling the output object : calculation of CV's, confidence intervals, summing
on strata (all year - all metiers - all areas or any combinations of the three
strata), dedicated plots

•

handling the Age Length Keys : view an ALK, filling the gaps with all sort of
options

All these functions are described in the COST help pages and User manual.
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9 Description of COSTmbe
9.1 A Bayesian hierarchical model for combining multiple sources of
data to estimate catch-at-age and other parameters
9.1.1 Introduction:
A modeling approach is taken to estimate various catch parameters. These are:
•

Landings-at-age

•

Discards-at-age

•

Length-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch)

•

Weight-given-age (for discards, landings and the total catch)

The data that can be included in the analysis are the following:
•

Random length samples

•

Random length and age samples

•

Length stratified age samples

Weight samples can be included with any kind of sampling so long as the length is
also measured.
The data can be stratified at either trip or haul level, although different assumptions
will have to be made depending on the stratification.
Covariates can include gear, season, area and year.
9.1.2 Basic principles
The model assumes that a length-given-age relationship exists. This is allowed to
vary between trips, and with the covariates. It can either be log-linear, or have a
Schnute-Richards form. This relationship is used to estimate the age of fish with only
length data. The proportion at age in a trip (or haul) are assumed to be random
variables drawn from an underlying distribution, but with trip to trip variation. The
proportion of the haul landed (rather than discarded) is assumed to depend on the
length, with larger fish more likely to be landed than small ones. The form of this
relationship is allowed to vary between trips. It is assumed therefore that the length
distribution of landed fish will be ‘smoothly truncated’ at the lower end, and similarly
the length distribution of discarded fish will be smoothly truncated at the upper end,
with this truncation varying from trip to trip.
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The uncertainty in the estimates is described by their posterior distributions. These
are given as samples from the posterior distribution, simultaneously in all variables,
thus the uncertainty in the catch at age is correlated between age groups.

9.2 Details of the models:
9.2.1 The model for proportion at age
The vector of proportions at age in the trip h, pc,h has A elements, one for each age
group. Let pc,h(a) be the ath element, where 0 ≤ pc ,h ( a ) ≤ 1 and

A

∑

a '= 1

reparameterised as

p c ,h ( a ) =

exp(α
A

∑

exp(α

a '= 1

We model α

α

a
c ,h

= α

base ,a

a
c,h

+α

a
c ,h

pc ,h ( a ' ) = 1 . This is

)

a'
c ,h

)

.

in terms of the various covariates as
year ,a
y(c)

+α

season ,a
s(c)

+α

gear ,a
g (c)

+ς

region ,a
r(c)

+ς

cell ,a
c

,a
+ ς chaul
.
,h

To this can be added a regression on the covariate haul size. This can be done by
adding one parameter per age group, ie

α

a
c,h

= α

base , a

+α

year , a
y (c )

+α

season , a
s (c )

+α

gear , a
g (c)

+ς

region , a
r (c)

+ς

cell , a
c

+ς

haul , a
c,h

+α

hz , a

hz h .

Here hz h is the size of haul h, measured in either numbers or weight. An alternative is
to force the α hz,a parameters to be quadratic in age, ie α hz ,a = α 1hz + α 2hz age .
In the above y(c) means the year, s(c) the season, g(c) the gear and r(c) the region
year ,a
corresponding to cell c. From now on for clarity we drop the c and just refer to α y
etc.
The α terms and ς rregion ,a are the main effects for year, season, gear and region.
The α terms are fixed effects and ς rregion ,a is a spatially smoothed random effect. It is
necessary to estimate the proportions in areas with no data, and our approach is to
introduce some spatial smoothing. This is accomplished by assuming ς rregion ,a follows
a Gaussian conditional autoregressive distribution (CAR) (e.g. Carlin and Louis,
1996). The alternative would be to group areas such that there were none with no
data. This is unsatisfactory for several reasons, particularly because the grouping
would have to be done differently in each analysis. It is assumed that there will
cell ,a
always be some data for all levels of the fixed effects that are of interest. The ς c
terms are independent random effects modelling the interactions between the main
effects (see e.g. Gelman et al. 1995). In other words the differences between the fit
cell ,a
from the main-effects-only model and the true cell means are modelled by the ς c
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terms. The differences between hauls within a cell are modelled by the random
haul ,a
effects ς c ,h . These must be random (rather than fixed) effects because there are
cell ,a
many cells and hauls with no data. We assume that all the interactions (ie the ς c
terms) can be modelled by a single distribution. It would be plausible to assume that
some interactions, e.g. between season and year, had a higher variance than others,
but we have found no evidence for this in the data.

9.2.2 The models for length-given-age and weight-given-length
Length given age is modelled using a log-linear or Schnute-Richards relationship:
log(lengthc ,h , f ) = β

0,c , h

+ β 1 log(agec ,h , f ) + β 2 hz h + ε cfish
,h, f

0,c , h

+ β 1 g (agec ,h , f ) + β 2 hz h + ε cfish
,h, f

or
log(lengthc ,h , f ) = β
where
g ( age) = log(1 + θ exp( − γ exp( c log( age ) ) ) )
and θ , γ and c are parameters to be estimated. The function is standardised to lie
between 0 and 1. Note that age here is a continuous variable, ie age in years and
months or years and seasons. The age in the age model is the year class.
The β 0 parameters are modelled in a similar way to the α parameters.

β

0 ,c , h

= β

base

+ β

year
y

+ β

season
s

+ β

gear
g

+ε

region
r

+ ε ccell + ε chaul
,h + β

hz

hz h

The slope β 1 is common to all cells and trips.
The weight-given-length model is similar to the log-linear length-given-age model.
log(weightc ,h , f ) = δ 0,c ,h + δ 1 log(lengthc ,h , f ) + ν

fish
c ,h , f

Here lengthc,h,f is the length of the fth fish from trip h in cell c, weightc,h,f its weight and
fish
fish
agec,h,f its age. ε c ,h , f and ν c ,h , f are independent zero mean Gaussian random
variables.

ε rregion and ν

are CAR parameters with similar properties to ς rregion ,a in the age
cell
cell
model (see appendix 1). ε c and ν c are random ‘all interactions’ effects equivalent
cell ,a
haul
haul
to ς c . ε c and ν c are between haul random terms. The β and δ terms are fixed
effects similar to the α terms in the model for proportions at age.
region
r
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The discard function
We assume that a fish is landed (i.e. not discarded) with a probability depending only
on its length:
p (landed | l ) = k h Φ ( mh (l − rh ) )
Here Φ is the cumulative Gaussian distribution function. Further, rh is a parameter
specifying the level at which fish are discarded, mh describes the rate of change in
the probability around rh while k h is a factor taking into account the possibility that
large fish might be discarded. We assume that the discard function parameters are
trip specific.
9.2.3 Size class and haul sizes
There is a problem with the data in that the sampling unit is the trip, but there are no
random samples from the trips. The length samples are randomly taken from the
hauls (discards) or size classes (landings). Therefore the model cannot be fitted
directly to the data. The approach taken here is to resample the length samples from
each size class or haul to get a larger length sample, of size appropriate to the total
number of fish in the size class in the trip. For example, if one box of size class 1 is
sampled, but there were 3 in the trip, the length sample is resampled to be three
times as big as the original. The resampled lengths can then be combined over all
hauls or size classes to get a sample which can be treated as if it were a random
sample from the whole trip. This resampling is done at each step of the mcmc
algorithm, to keep the appropriate level of uncertainty. The ages are not resampled.
9.2.4 Catch-at-age
Once the parameters of the model have been estimated from the data, it is possible
to estimate the catch at age and other population parameters. Note that these are
not parameters in the model (there is no parameter for total catch at age for example)
so they are not estimated directly. Instead, given the posterior distributions of the
parameters in the model, we can simulate many trips in each cell, and calculate the
catch-at-age from the simulated trips.
The method is as follows:
1) Fit the model to obtain the joint posterior distribution of all the parameters in
the age, length-given-age and weight-given-length models, and the discard
function model.
2) Simulate a large number of trips in each cell using one set of parameters.
3) Find the mean length-given-age and weight-given-age for the simulated trips.
4) Find the numbers at age for landings and discards, and scale by the desired
raising factor, eg if the numbers are to be raised to total weight of catch, find
the weight of the simulated fish and scale accordingly.
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5) Go back to step 2 and repeat for a different set of parameters from the joint
posterior.
This results in a posterior distribution of the fishery parameters of landings-at-age
etc.

9.3 References used
Hirst, D., G. Storvik, et al. (2004). Working Document. Estimating catch-at-age by
combining data from different sources. WKSCMFD, Nantes.
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10 Description of COSTsim
10.1 Presentation
The work done in this package can be split into two categories: (i) the comparison of
model-based, design-based and analytical methods on ‘true’ simulated populations,
and (ii) simple optimisation of sampling. Given the large potential scope of the work
to be done in this package and the limited time in the project, the workload was
reduced to the essential needs, e.g. the optimisation of sampling strategies limited to
the comparison of a limited number of possibilities.

10.2 Simulation
Since the true value of fisheries parameters such as landings-at-age are never
known, the only means of testing an estimation method is through simulation of a
population where all the parameters are known. This requires a model for the entire
fishery, as well as efficient means of simulating data. We take as a starting point the
model used for the Bayesian estimation. This is described in detail section 9. The
method is as follows:
1. Take a real data set and fit the Bayesian model. Save one set of parameters
from the joint posterior distribution
2. Find the true values of fisheries parameters such as catch-at-age given this
set of parameters.
3. Define the sampling structure of the data to be simulated.
4. Simulate a new set of data from the parameters in step 1 (only the sampled
data are simulated, rather than the entire population).
5. Estimate catch-at-age and other parameters using the Bayesian model, the
bootstrap and the analytical method.
6. Compare the estimates with the truth.
7. Go to step 4 and repeat a large number of times.
Only the results of a limited simulation are shown here. The original data set is for
Scottish Haddock from 2000. We only fit one covariate, season, and take samples
from 30 observer trips, and 20 market landing trips. The number of size classes in
each trip is simulated, as is the number of hauls. 100 length samples are taken from
each size class in each trip, and from the discards in each haul in each trip. 2 age
samples are taken from each length in each trip, the lengths having been combined
over all hauls or size classes. The number of trips per season is randomly assigned,
with at least one sampled trip in each season. 100 simulations were performed. This
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represents a rather simple situation, where there is ample sampling of each level of
the covariate, and no missing “cells”. All methods should perform reasonably well in
these simulations. More difficult (and more typical) sampling will be investigated later.
Technical difficulties mean that the Bayesian methods cannot at present be fitted to
the same data sets as the other two methods. This will be rectified later. However the
overall performance of the methods can be compared. For each method the following
statistics are calculated for landings-at-age, for each age group:
1. The true coverage of nominal 90% intervals, i.e. the proportion of times the
interval includes the true value (figure 9.1).
2. The mean width of the 90% interval (figure 9.2).
3. The bias (figure 9.3).
4. The root mean squared error (figure 9.4).
Supplementary statistics will be further investigated, such as those proposed by
Walther et al. (2005). Preliminary results of the performance of different methods are
shown in the following plots:

Figure 9.1 : Interval coverage of nominal 90% intervals
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Figure 9.2 : Mean width of 90% interval

Figure 9.3 : Bias
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Figure 9.4 : root mean square error
Also shown (figure 9.5) is a plot of a typical result, with the true value and the means
and 90% intervals for the three methods. Note that the bootstrap and analytical
methods used the same simulated data set, but the Bayesian method used a
different set.

Figure 9.5 : Interval estimations by different methods
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10.3 Conclusions
This simulation study can only be regarded as a demonstration of the kind of
simulations that will be done later. The preliminary results suggest that in this simple
example the analytical intervals are too narrow, whilst the bootstrap ones are too
wide. The Bayesian intervals are somewhere in between, and probably of
approximately the correct width, but the method is more biased than the others. This
is at least partly because too few MCMC samples were run. More, longer and more
complex simulations are necessary before the true performance of the methods can
be evaluated.

10.4 References used
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11 Elements of prospective
On the agenda of the coming months is the ICES Annual Science Conference
(September 2009, Berlin, Germany) and a theme session on 'Quality and precision of
basic data underlying fish stock assessment and implications for fishery management
advice' (Theme N). The outcomes of COST project are planned to be presented
there, probably on the form of two or three presentations, namely the general
presentation, the Bayesian approach and the simulation.
In term of scientific publication, the 'Definition of standard data-exchange format for
sampling, landings, and effort data from commercial fisheries' has been published as
an ICES Cooperative Research Report (Jansen et al. 2009). There is scope for other
publications, like a general presentation of the project following the ICES Annual
Science Conference session. The simulation package is also very promising in term
of further methodological investigations that could lead to publications. In any case,
COST will be used by many research projects (some have already expressed
interest) and is likely to indirectly lead to many scientific publications.
In early 2010, a COST hands-on workshop is planned under the frame of the DCF.
This highly expected workshop will need the participation of the COST core team
(package leaders) both in the preparation and in the animation of the workshop. This
opens the question of the project follow-up. COST is a software, entirely developed
during the course of the project, and as such will (likely) necessitate further
adjustments and debugging. Most of all, the success of its use by the different
European institutes will depend on the capability of the COST team to provide help to
the users on a day-to-day basis. This phase, usually called corrective maintenance of
a software, has to be planned. Moreover, in the operational phase, the institutes
having participated to the creation of COST, will include its use in their national
centralised system, bearing the risk of having a two-scale maintenance, one for
national interest with several independent developments breaking the rule of the
open source and one international based on individual willingness of the COST team
leaders for the small institutes. For all the above mentioned reasons, it is urgent to
prepare the future, and set up a corrective maintenance of the COST project.
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Executive summary
A data format for sampling, landings, and effort data from commercial fisheries is
defined and suggested as a standard for the exchange of data between partners in the
community of fishery research, advice, and management of the Northeast Atlantic,
including the Mediterranean and Black seas.
The format is defined for comma‐separated value (CSV) and extensible markup lan‐
guage (XML) files. Code lists and a range of data‐checking criteria are part of the
format.
The data aggregation level is as low as possible while still respecting data confidenti‐
ality issues. The format fulfils all the requirements given in the new Data Collection
Regulation (EC, 2008a, 2008b) for these data types.
The history, background, and scope are presented, together with the principles
adopted during development.
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Standard Data-Exchange Format

Introduction
The great thing about standards is that there are so many of them.
Standardization of data‐exchange formats is a natural and necessary development of
the increasing need for cooperation and integration of fisheries data between insti‐
tutes. However, the existence of several standards to report the same data is time
consuming, threatens the quality of the information, and is frustrating for those in
charge of reporting the data. In spite of such problems, data‐exchange formats have
proliferated in recent decades, driven by the need to fulfil specific tasks associated
with research projects and/or expert groups.
The format described in this report became a de facto standard that emerged from a
long development period and is now recognized informally by large parts of the fish‐
ery scientific community. On several occasions, it has proven to be efficient at ad‐
dressing different usages, particularly automated data exchange in distributed sys‐
tems and data warehousing.
This report will describe in detail the exchange format, providing information about
its usage in distinct environments. Given the lack of formal methods for setting stan‐
dards, publication by ICES in this series will make this available to the fishery com‐
munity. In Section 1.2, we elaborate on the principles that were adopted to develop a
format that would meet the needs and compromises in the best and most enduring
way possible.

1.1

Background
The first version of this format was prepared in 1995 for the exchange of discard
sampling data from the Baltic Sea. The format for survey data used in ICES served as
a template. It was further developed during three consecutive EU studies (1994/058,
1996/02, 1998/024). All three projects were coordinated by DTU Aqua (the former
Danish Institute for Fisheries Research (DIFRES)), and the format was used to ex‐
change and store the data before processing in a file‐based SAS program. After the
EU study projects, the work continued, and new versions were released in parallel
with the development of the web‐based data warehouse FishFrame (FishFrame, 2008;
Jansen et al., 2008). Between versions 1.0 and 4.3, formats for landings and effort were
added, the sampling format was normalized by adding two new record types (trip
and species list), and the existing fields were reviewed. Many fields were added, de‐
leted, or clarified to match the increasing size and complexity of the user base. The
code lists were also subjected to major changes. The work was coordinated by the
FishFrame authors from DTU Aqua, but the format is a condensation of all input
from FishFrame users and ICES expert groups, mainly the Baltic Fisheries Assess‐
ment Working Group (WGBFAS) and the Planning Group for Herring Surveys
(PGHERS). The latest versions were reviewed by users from a wider area through the
EC project COST (Anon., 2008) and in light of the new Data Collection Regulation
(DCR; EC, 2008a, 2008b) — important for the long‐term stability and wide usage of the
format. The data‐exchange format used to calculate precision within COST is seen as
the one requiring the most disaggregated information and making use of each of the
variables. It is anticipated that this data‐exchange format, serving the needs of such a
project, would also meet the needs of most of the scientific groups. The version from
June 2008, printed in Jansen et al. (2008), with the modifications agreed after the sec‐
ond COST meeting, has been implemented in FishFrame 5.0 and COST 1.0. The cur‐
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rent version of the format incorporates the experiences from these implementations,
producing a stable format that is expected to evolve more slowly in future.
1.2

Scope and principles
The format can be used by all who are working with commercial fisheries data at any
specified aggregation level, and also with software for parsing data internally and
externally, e.g. in server‐to‐server automated data exchange.
Setting a standard involves many compromises between the special needs of various
user groups, institutes, and countries. At the same time, it is important to keep the
format as simple as possible. The more complex, inconsistent, and filled with excep‐
tions a format is, the greater the risk of making mistakes that result in poorer data
quality. Drawing the line between opposing interests was the main challenge during
development of the format. On one hand, we strove to keep the level of aggregation
as low as possible, giving all relevant details for later processing and aggregation. On
the other hand, we tried to filter out nation‐specific requirements and exotic special
cases for the sake of simplicity.
Data confidentiality is also a major consideration; fortunately, the tendency is to‐
wards increasing levels of openness.
Data confidentiality is important when dealing with raw data, and this had a major
impact on the development of the exchange format. The design presented allows the
encryption of parts of the data, making it anonymous, namely references to individ‐
ual vessels in the format for sampling. The aggregation level in landings and effort is
also set to respect the identity of individual vessels. As long as the information re‐
garding the sampling stratification is clear, it should not affect the outcome of the
analysis. Fortunately, because levels of openness regarding data sharing are increas‐
ing, it is hoped that this will no longer be a problem in future.
The new DCR (EC, 2008a, 2008b) changed the data requirements for fisheries data,
the list of variables, and their specification. This has also affected the format, because
it was clear that the format should fulfil all of the requirements given in the new
DCR.
1.2.1

Choice of file formats

Beginning with comma‐separated value (CSV) language, the format moved in the
direction of extensible markup language (XML; W3C, 2008) because, when it was in‐
troduced, this was the big, new format for data exchange. The advantage of XML is
that it is self‐explanatory because of the element naming. The structure also facilitates
normalization, as in relational databases. However, experience has demonstrated that
XML is not very practical when it comes to working with data and looking at data
files; CSV is far better when data are presented in a spreadsheet. XML also inflates
the data files so that the same amount of data requires 5 − 10 times as much space as
CSV. On the other hand, XML provides a good interface for programming and, there‐
fore, is a good choice for data parsing inside software and between systems. In order
to improve the CSV format with some of the features from XML, namely being self‐
explanatory because of the element naming, we have made it possible to insert a
header row. This makes it more user‐friendly when handling data in spreadsheets
and provides standard column‐header names when reading the data into software.
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Therefore, it has become clear that both formats are needed: CSV as the basic format
and XML as a shadow format to be used inside and between software. Both formats
should be standardized, matching, and treated in parallel.
1.2.2

CSV format considerations

All unique key fields are repeated for each record; this ensures that reordering the
lines does not lead to information loss or error. The key fields, therefore, are inherited
down through the data record types in the hierarchic data type for commercial fisher‐
ies sampling (CS). This facilitates sorting and selecting data in spreadsheets.
The order of the fields has been selected so that, after a two‐letter record‐type identi‐
fier (e.g. TR, HH, SL, etc.), all unique key fields (fields that uniquely identify the re‐
cord, e.g. country, year, sampling type) come first, followed by metadata (describing
the record, e.g. information on methodology). The specific information of the record
(the values) is always placed at the end.
The format has been “normalized” as much as possible, especially with regard to the
fields in each record. For example, duplication of information and summation fields
for checking purposes have been removed, eliminating the possibility of internal in‐
consistency. Check sums can be made by any system or user and do not belong in the
exchange formatted data. Repeating the full natural key.DOWN through the system
may seem inefficient, and it could be avoided by introducing surrogate keys instead
of the compound unique natural keys, as would be done when implementing the
data structure in a relational database system. This, however, would compromise
user‐friendliness and readability of the data files. Linking between records from for‐
eign key to primary key, therefore, is done via the compound unique keys.
1.2.3

XML format considerations

The philosophy behind the XML format is that the record types are XML elements;
their defining unique properties (natural key) are XML attributes on the elements,
whereas their values are sub‐elements. Code lists are kept in separate enumeration‐
files.
1.3

Versioning
The requirements for fisheries data evolve over time, reflecting the new demands
arising from data analysis, sampling practice, or changes in the fishery. The exchange
format should evolve in order to reflect these changes and avoid becoming outdated.
Although the current format and code lists have been widely reviewed and have ma‐
tured, the exchange format is likely to continue to evolve, although concerns about
stability will always be taken into account.
These updates are given subsequent version numbers. The first figure refers to major
releases that will entail large changes or additions that will affect the core structure of
the exchange format. The second figure refers to minor updates, including bug cor‐
rections or small changes that will not affect the core exchange format. All versions
will be laid out on the ICES website next to the link to this report
(http://www.ices.dk/products/cooperative.asp) with clear descriptions of the changes.
The reference to a particular version of this format would then appear as, e.g.:
Standard Data Exchange Format for Sampling, Landings, and Effort
Data from Commercial Fisheries including update no. X (Jansen et
al., 2008).
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Exchange format definition
The data formats are given for three data types, each consisting of one or more record
types. The data formats are given for two different file formats.

2.1

Data types and record types
The following data types are defined:


CS = Commercial fisheries sampling



CL = Commercial fisheries landings statistics



CE = Commercial fisheries effort statistics.

Each of these three data types consists of data of specific record types (see below).
Data type

Record types

CS (Commercial fisheries sampling)

TR (trip)
A commercial fishing trip that has been sampled on board or a sample from
a fish market.
HH (haul header)
Detailed information about a fishing operation, e.g. a haul or a net set.
SL (species list)
The sorting strata defined by species, catch category, etc.
HL (haul length)
Length frequency in the subsample of the stratum.
One record represents one length class.
CA (catch aged) = SMAWL (Sex-Maturity-Age-Weight-Length)
Sex-Maturity-Age-Weight distribution sampled representatively from the
length groups.
One record represents one fish.

CL (Commercial fisheries landings
statistics)

CL (commercial fisheries landings statistics)
Official landings statistics with some modifiers for misreporting.

CE (Commercial fisheries effort statistics)

CE (commercial fisheries effort statistics)
Effort statistics from logbooks.

The record types are given in a specific hierarchy (Figure 1) and order within the data
file. Each data record consists of a range of data fields. The required order is given
below.
The fields are defined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Keys to the table headers are given in
Section 2.2.
For convenience when working with the data files, it is advisable to sort the records
by all the key variable fields.
It is possible to add header rows with column‐header names in the file.
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Figure 1. Data entity diagram of the data types.
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2.1.1

Record-type order

2.1.1.1

Header rows

Header rows should always appear at the beginning of the file. Data records must not
be mixed with the header rows. Only one header row per data type is needed or al‐
lowed. For CS files, these comprise up to five rows, and for CL and CE files, only one
row.
The rows are found in Annex 3, from where they can be pasted into data files or data‐
extraction scripts.
2.1.1.2

Commercial fisheries sampling (CS)

The structure is nested. Special ordering is required.
The records must be given trip (TR) by trip, with each trip being followed by all the
records belonging to that trip. Within each trip, each station (HH) must be followed
by the corresponding species lists (SL). Each species list record must be followed by
the corresponding length records (HL). The CA (SMAWL) records can be placed ei‐
ther after the corresponding set of lengths (HL) or at the end of a trip.
TR is a mandatory record type. It should be followed by at least one HH record.
2.1.1.3

Commercial fisheries landings statistics (CL)

The structure is simple. There is only one kind of record. No ordering is required.
2.1.1.4

Commercial fisheries effort statistics (CE)

The structure is simple. There is only one kind of record. No ordering is required.
2.1.2

Field definitions

The fields follow the definitions in the tables in Section 2.3. Each table contains the
definitions, lists the basic data checks performed when uploading the data, and gives
the field ordering information for CSV files. The XSD (XML Schema Definition) files
in Section 2.4 contain complete definitions for the XML format, and examples of XML
files are given to aid interpretation of the XSD.
The columns in the tables in Section 2.3.
Column

Description

Order

The order in the CSV line.

Name

A descriptive name of the field. An asterisk “*” after the name indicates that the field is part of the
key.

Type

The data type. Integer = whole number; String = text string; Dec = decimal. (The number after “Dec”,
e.g. “4” in “Dec(4)”, describes the number of decimals.)

Req.

Required information: M = mandatory; O = optional.
When information is missing in optional fields in CSV files, an empty zero-length string should be
added between the commas/semicolons, e.g. the three items of missing information in:
“54,,EXPO,,,”. For example, the commas in “54,,EXPO,,,” represent three missing values (items of
information).
When information is missing in optional fields in the XML file, either the corresponding attributes or
element are left out.

Basic checks

The range or list of valid values. For code lists, please contact authors for valid codes (also available
online as a report).

Comments

Additional comments and clarifications.
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File formats
The data can be exchanged in the following file formats.


CSV. Unicode UTF‐8 file with the values separated by either a semi‐colon
or a comma. The decimal separator should be a comma when the delimiter
is a semi‐colon, and a point when the delimiter is a comma. This format is
preferred for human‐to‐server and human‐to‐human interaction (manual
exchange).



XML. XML file following the W3C standard for exchanging data over the
Internet (W3C, 2008). This format is preferred for server‐to‐server interac‐
tion (automated upload).

The filename is required to indicate which data type the file contains. This is done by
following the naming convention: the last two letters in the filename should be the
data type, i.e. CS, CL, or CE. The extension of the file name indicates the format of the
file. Notice that zip and rar files should also follow this naming convention.
It is recommended that the files follow a systematic naming convention, e.g.:

2.3



The name of the data file should indicate the key variables, such as country,
year, etc., as follows: e.g. the file name for “Sweden; 1997; Q1; commercial
sampling” in a semi‐colon‐separated file should be given as
“SWE_1997_Q1_Market_CS.csv”.



The only required naming convention is the file extension and the last two
letters that state the data type (e.g. the following file names would be ac‐
cepted by the system, but might not be advisable for keeping track of one‘s
own national data files: “CS.csv” or “DataOKCL.zip”).

Record type and CSV file format definitions
2.3.1

Order

Trip record (TR) in commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)

Name

Type

Req.

1

Record type *

String

M

Basic checks

Comments

2

Sampling type *

String

M

Code list 1

“S” = sea sampling, “M” = market sampling of known fishing trips,
“D” = market sampling of mixed trips, “V” = vendor. 1

3

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes: the country where the vessel is landing
and selling the catch. 2

4

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes: the flag country of the vessel. This can
be different from the landing country (see description of Landing
country). 2

5

Year *

Integer

M

1 900 − 3 000

6

Project *

String

M

Code list

National project name. Code list is editable.

7

Trip number *

Integer

M

1 − 999 999

National coding system. 3

8

Vessel length

Integer

O4

3 − 160

Over-all length in metres.

9

Vessel power

Integer

O4

4 − 5 500

Vessel power (kW) .5

10

Vessel size

Integer

O4

1 − 1 500

Gross registered tonnes (GRT).

11

Vessel type

Integer

M6

Code list

1 = stern trawler, 2 = side trawler, 3 = gillnetter, 4 = other boats.

12

Harbour

String

O

Code list

Landing harbour.

13

Number of sets/hauls on trip

Integer

O6

1 − 99 7

Total number of hauls/sets taken during the trip. Both the stations
where biological measures were taken and the stations that were
not worked up should be counted here. 8

14

Days at sea

Integer

O

1 − 60

In days. 9

Fixed value TR.
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Order

Name

Type

Req.

Basic checks

Comments

15

Vessel identifier (encrypted)

Integer

O

1 − 999 999

Encrypted vessel identifier. Id encrypted so that no-one can map
the Id to the real vessel.

16

Sampling country

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The country that did the sampling.

17

Sampling method

String

M

Code list

“Observer” or “SelfSampling”.

* = key field
1

Mandatory for sampling type = “M” and “S” (criteria to be checked).

The values of the fields ”LandingCountry” and “VesselFlagCountry” for the given catch should corre‐
spond to the CL (commercial landings) data. In the special case where a vessel lands the catch in coun‐
try A, but the catch is transported directly to country B, it should be registered as being landed in
country B, because the catch would add to the CL values for country B.
2

3

4

5

A trip (TR) is defined for:
a)

Sea sampling, as the period between when a vessel departs from a port (or factory ship)
and arrives at a port (or factory ship) for discharge of its catch.

b)

Market sampling, as a sampling trip to a market. This would typically be just one day. If
this grouping information is not available nationally, any other reasonable grouping of
market samples can be used. The time‐span of the trip has no implication for the raising of
the market samples.

The sampling types are as follows:
a)

“M” = market sampling of known fishing trips. ”M” should be used when it was impossi‐
ble to obtain samples of the discard. Exact information on time and place of catch may not
be available, and normally the landing cannot be split into hauls/sets but has to be worked
up as pooled for all hauls/sets. Market sampling can be done by observers at fish markets.

b)

”D” = market sampling of mixed trips (day trips to market). ”D” should be used when it
was impossible to obtain samples of the discard. Exact information on time and place of
catch may not be available, and normally the landing cannot be split into hauls/sets but
has to be worked up as pooled for all hauls/sets/trips. Market sampling can be done by ob‐
servers at fish markets.

c)

“S”= sea sampling. ”S” should be used when exact information about time and place for
the catch is available. Each haul/set can be worked up separately. Sea sampling can be
done by observers or by self‐sampling at sea or in the port.

d)

”V” = vendor. The sample has been bought from a fish vendor. The sample is accompanied
with a very restricted set of information. Only TR and CA records are allowed for this type
(criteria to be checked).

Conversion factor: horsepower (hp) to kW = 1/1.3596 = 0.7355.

In order to raise sample level to total national level by using effort (e.g. number of trips), it is necessary
to know the fraction of the total number of hauls/set performed during the trip.
6

7

Mandatory for data from 2009 onwards (criteria to be checked).

8

2 – 99 if “Aggregation level” on child‐HH record is set to “TR” (= trip; criteria to be checked).

A day at sea shall be measured as any continuous period of 24 hours (or part thereof) where a vessel is
absent from port. The time from when the continuous period is measured is at the discretion of the
Member State whose flag is flown by the vessel concerned.

9
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2.3.2

Fishing station record (HH) in commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)

Order

Name

Type

Req.

1

Basic checks

Comments

Record type *

String

M

2

Sampling type *

String

M

Code list

Fixed value HH.
“S” = sea sampling; “M” = market sampling of known
fishing trips; “D” = market sampling of mixed trips;
”V” = vendor.

3

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes

4

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The flag country of the
vessel. This can be different from the landing country
(see description of LandingCountry).

5

Year *

Integer

M

1 900 − 3 000

6

Project *

String

M

Code list

National project name. Code list is editable.

7

Trip number *

Integer

M

1 − 999 999

National coding system .1

8

Station number*

Integer

M

1−999 2

Sequential numbering by trip. 1

9

Fishing validity

String

O 3,4

Code list

I = Invalid.
V = Valid.

10

Aggregation level

String

O 3, 5

Code list

H = haul.
T = trip.

11

Catch registration

String

M

Code list

The parts (landings/discards) of the catch, registered
as
"All", "Lan", "Dis", "Non".6

12

Species registration

String

M

Code list

The species in the catch, registered as
"All", "Par", "Non".7

13

Date

String

M

“1900 – 01 – 01” to
“2020 – 12 – 31”

“YYYY-MM-DD” (ISO 8601). 8 Fishing starting date.

14

Time

String

O

00:00 − 23:59

Starting time. “HH:MM”… in UTC. 9

15

Fishing duration

Integer

O3

5 − 99 999

In minutes.10

16

Pos.Start.Lat.dec.

Dec(5)

O3

20.00000 − 80.00000

Shooting (start) position in decimal degrees of
latitude. 11

17

Pos.Start.Lon.dec.

Dec(5)

O3

−31.00000 − 31.00000

Shooting (start) position in decimal degrees of
longitude .11

18

Pos.Stop.Lat.dec.

Dec(5)

O

20.00000 − 80.00000

Hauling (stop) position in decimal degrees of
latitude .11

19

Pos.Stop.Lon.dec.

Dec(5)

O

−31.00000 − 31.00000

Hauling (stop) position in decimal degrees of
longitude. 11

20

Area

String

M

Code list

Area level 3 (level 4 for Baltic, Mediterranean, and
Black Seas) in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b).

21

Statistical rectangle

String

O 3, 12

Code list

Area level 5 in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b). This is the ICES statistical rectangles
(e.g. 41G9) except for the Mediterranean and Black
Seas, where GFCM geographical subareas (GSAs) are
used. 13

22

Subpolygon

String

O

Code list

National level as defined by each country as child
nodes (substratification) of the ICES rectangles. It is
recommended that this is coordinated internationally,
e.g. through the Regional Coordination Meetings (EC
RCMs).

23

Main fishing depth

Integer

O

1−999

Depth from surface to groundrope in metres .5

24

Main water depth

Integer

O

1−999

Depth from surface in metres .14

25

Fishing activity category
National

String

O

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier). National level as
defined by each country as child nodes
(substratification) of the level-5 codes.
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Order

Name

Type

Req.

Basic checks

Comments

26

Fishing activity category
European lvl 5

String

O 15

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier). Level 5 as defined
in a hierarchic structure in the Data Collection
Regulation (EC, 2008a, 2008b).

27

Fishing activity category
European lvl 6

String

O 15, 16

Code list

Fishing activity category. Level 6 as defined in a
hierarchic structure in the Data Collection Regulation
(EC, 2008a, 2008b). Level 6 is further specified by the
Regional Coordination Meetings (EC RCMs, Council
Regulation [EC] No 1543/2000) or any later
authorized revision.

28

Mesh size

Integer

O 17

1−999

Stretch measure. 18

29

Selection device

Integer

O3

Code list

Not mounted = 0, Exit window / selection panel = 1,
grid = 2.
A selection device is defined as a square-meshed
panel or window that is inserted into a towed net.

30

Mesh size in selection device

Integer

O

20 – 200

In mm. The mesh size of a square-meshed panel or
window shall mean the largest determinable mesh
size of such a panel or window.

* = key field
1

A trip is defined for:
a)

Sampling type “S” (sea sampling) and “M” (market sampling of known fishing trips) as
the period between when a vessel departs from a port (or factory ship) and arrives at a port
(or factory ship) for discharge of its catch.

b)

Sampling type “D” (market sampling of mixed trips) as a sampling trip to a market. This
would typically be just one day. If this grouping information is not available nationally,
any other reasonable grouping of market samples can be used. The time‐span of the trip
has no implication for the raising of the market samples. The samples can originate in a
mix of trips, but all from the same fishing activity category (métier).

2

If aggregation level is “T”, the station no. = 999 (criteria to be checked).

3

Mandatory for sampling type = “M” and “S” (criteria to be checked).

When a haul is invalid, there is no need for species data. No SLs and HLs allowed (criteria to be
checked).
4

5

If more than one station exist for the same trip, then all should be “H” (= haul).

This field describes the fraction of the catch that was registered. If the value “None” is used, Species‐
Registration must also be assigned “None” (criteria to be checked).

6

a)

”All” = SL record is expected for both landings and discards fractions. If there is no SL re‐
cord, it is a true measured 0‐value.

b)

ʺLanʺ = SL record is expected only for the landed fraction. For this fraction, if there is no SL
record, it is a true measured 0‐value. For the discards, no SL record is expected because it
has not been registered.

c)

ʺDisʺ = SL record is expected only for the discarded fraction. For this fraction, if there is no
SL record, it is a true measured 0‐value. For the landings, no SL record is expected because
it has not been registered.

d)

ʺNonʺ = None. There are no SL records (criteria to be checked).

This field describes whether all species or only a subset has been registered. If the value “None” is
used, CatchRegistration must also be assigned “None” (criteria to be checked).

7

a)

”All” = SL record is expected for all species in the given part of the catch. If there is no SL
record, it is a true measured 0‐value.

b)

ʺParʺ = Partial. SL record is expected only for some of the caught species. If there is no SL
record, it is not known if it is a true measured 0‐value. Please refer to the sampling protocol
for an exact list of species which can be provided by the institute in charge of the given
sampling.

c)

ʺNonʺ = None. There are no SL records (criteria to be checked).

8

If aggregation level is “T”, the day = day of first station no.

9

If aggregation level is “T”, the time shoot = time shot of first station no.

10

If aggregation level is “T”, the total fishing time is entered.

11

If aggregation level is “T”, the shooting position of the first station no. is entered.
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12

Mandatory if a value is given for the field “Subpolygon” (criteria to be checked).

If aggregation level is “T” and the fishing positions covers more than one rectangle, the rectangle
with the most fishing is entered.

13

14

If aggregation level is “T”, the estimated average depth is entered.

Either “Fishing activity category European lvl 5” or “Fishing activity category European lvl 6” should
be provided, but not both. Preferably level 6 because this includes the level 5 information (criteria to be
checked).
15

“Fishing activity category European lvl 6” is mandatory for data from 2009 onwards (criteria to be
checked).

16

17

Mandatory if sampling type is “M” or “S” and gear is not one of the following: LLD, LLS, LHM, LHP, LL.

The mesh size is defined as the size in mm of a mesh stretched in the direction of the long diagonal of
the meshes. The gauges to be used for determining mesh sizes shall be 2 mm thick, flat, of durable ma‐
terial, and capable of retaining their shape. The mesh size is measured in the codend if it is a trawl.
18

2.3.3

Species list record (SL) in commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)

Order

Name

Type

Req.

Basic checks

Comments

1

Record type *

String

M

2

Sampling type *

String

M

Code list

“S” = sea sampling, “M” = market sampling of known fishing trips,
“D” = market sampling of mixed trips, V” = vendor.

3

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes.

4

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The flag country of the vessel. This can
be different from the landing country (see description of
LandingCountry).

5

Year *

Integer

M

1 900 − 3 000

6

Project *

String

M

Code list

National project name. Code list is editable.

7

Fixed value SL.

Trip number *

Integer

M

1 − 999 999

National coding system.

8

Station number *

Integer

M

1 − 999

Sequential numbering by trip.

9

Species *

String

M

Code list

Scientific name in Latin (Genus species).

10

Catch category *

String

M

Code list

The fate of the catch:
“Dis” = discard, “Lan” = landing.

11

Landing category *

String

M

Code list

The intended usage at the time of landing. This should match the
same field in CL record (whether or not the fish was actually used for
this or another purpose): “IND” = industry or “HUC” = human
consumption.

12

Commercial size category
scale *

String

O

Code list

Commercial sorting scale code (optional for “Unsorted”).

13

Commercial size category *

Integer

O

Code list

Commercial sorting category in the given scale (optional for
“Unsorted”). (EC, 2006) and later amendments when scale is “EU”.

14

Subsampling category *

Integer

O

Code list

Used when different fractions of the same species are subsampled
at different levels. Typically used when few large specimens are
taken out from the total catch before the many small fish are
subsampled.

15

Sex *

String

O

Code list

M = Male, F = Female, T = Transitional (optional for “Unsexed”).

16

Weight

Integer

M

1 − 9 999 999 999

Whole weight in grammes. Decimals not allowed. Weight of the
corresponding stratum (Species – Catch category – size category –
Sex).

17

Subsample weight

Integer

O1

1 − 9 999 999 999

Whole weight in grammes. Decimals not allowed.
For sea sampling: the live weight of the subsample of the
corresponding stratum.
For market sampling: the sample weight is the whole weight of the
fish measured (e.g. the summed weight of the fish in one or more
boxes).

18

Length code

String

O1

Code list

Class: 1 mm = “mm”, 0.5 cm = “scm”; 1 cm = “cm”;
2.5 cm = 25 mm”, 5 cm = “5 cm”.

* = key field
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Mandatory if HL records are provided (criteria to be checked).

2.3.4

Length record (HL) in commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)

Order

Name

Type

Req.

1

Basic checks

Comments

Record type *

String

M

2

Sampling type *

String

M

Code list

Fixed value HL.
“S” = sea sampling, “M” = market sampling of known
fishing trips, “D” = market sampling of mixed trips,
”V” = vendor.

3

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes.

4

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The flag country of the
vessel. This may be different from the landing country
(see description of LandingCountry).

5

Year *

Integer

M

1 900 − 3 000

6

Project *

String

M

Code list

National project name. Code list is editable.

7

Trip number *

Integer

M

1 − 999 999

National coding system.

8

Station number *

Integer

M

1 − 999

Sequential numbering by trip.

9

Species *

String

M

Code list

Scientific name in Latin (Genus species).

10

Catch category *

String

M

Code list

The fate of the catch:
Dis = discard, Lan = landing.

11

Landing category *

String

M

Code list

The intended usage at the time of landing. This should
match the same field in the LS record (whether or not
the fish was actually used for this or another purpose):
IND = industry, HUC = human consumption.

12

Commercial size category
scale *

String

O

Code list

Commercial sorting scale code (optional for
“Unsorted”).

13

Commercial size category *

Integer

O

Code list

Commercial sorting category in the given scale
(optional for “Unsorted”). See (EC, 2006) and later
amendments when scale is “EU”.

14

Subsampling category *

Integer

O

Code list

Used when different fractions of the same species are
subsampled at different levels. Typically used when few
large specimens are removed from the total catch
before the many small fish are subsampled.

15

Sex *

String

O1

Code list

M = Male, = , F = Female, T = Transitional = (optional
for “Unsexed”).

16

Length class *

Integer

M

1−3 999

In mm. Identifier: lower bound of size class, e.g. 650 for
65 – 66 cm.

17

Number at length (not raised to
whole catch)

Integer

M

1−999

Length classes with zero should be excluded from the
record.

* = key field
HL.Sex should match SL.Sex if this is set to a specific value. Note that SL.Sex can be empty whereas
HL.Sex is set to “M” or “F” (criteria to be checked).
1
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2.3.5 Sex-Maturity-Age-Weight-Length record (CA) in commercial fisheries sampling
data (CS)
Order

Name

Type

Req.

Basic checks

Comments

1

Record type *

String

M

2

Sampling type *

String

M

Code list

“S” = sea sampling, “M” = market sampling of known
fishing trips, “D” = market sampling of mixed trips,
”V” = vendor.

3

Fixed value CA.

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes.

4

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The flag country of the vessel.
This may be different from the landing country (see
description of LandingCountry).

5

Year *

Integer

M

Code list

1 900−3 000.

6

Project *

String

M

Code list

National project name. Code list is editable.

7

Trip number *

Integer

M

1 − 999 999

National coding system .1

8

Station number *

Integer

O2

1−999

Sequential numbering by trip.

9

Quarter *

Integer

M

Code list

1−4.

10

Month *

Integer

O

Code list

1−12.

11

Species *

String

M

Code list

Scientific name in Latin (Genus species).

12

Sex *

String

O

Code list

M= Male = , F = Female, T = Transitional = (optional for
“Unsexed”).

13

Catch category *

String

M

Code list

The fate of the catch: discard or landing.

14

Landing category *

String

M

Code list

The intended usage at the time of landing. This should
match the same field in the LS record (whether or not the
fish was actually used for this or another purpose): industry
or human consumption.

15

Commercial size category
scale *

String

O

Code list

Commercial sorting scale code (optional for “Unsorted”).

16

Commercial size category *

Integer

O

Code list

Commercial sorting category in the given scale. (optional
for “Unsorted”).

17

Stock *

String

O

Code list

3

18

Area *

String

M

Code list

Area level 3 (level 4 for Baltic, Mediterranean, and Black
Seas) in the Data Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a,
2008b).

19

Statistical rectangle *

String

O4

Code list

Area level 5 in the Data Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a,
2008b). This is the ICES statistical rectangles (e.g. 41G9)
except for the Mediterranean and Black Seas where GFCM
geographical subareas (GSAs) are used.

20

Subpolygon *

String

O

Code list

National level as defined by each country as child nodes
(substratification) of the ICES rectangles. It is
recommended that this is coordinated internationally, e.g.
through the Regional Coordination Meetings (EC RCMs).

21

Length class *

Integer

M

1−3 999

In mm. Identifier: lower bound of size class, e.g. 650 for
65 –66 cm.

22

Age *

Integer

O

0−99

Estimated age.

23

Single fish number (id) *

Integer

M

1−9 999 999

National numbering system of the individual fish.
Preferably unique within the given Station and Species, but
necessarily unique for the given combination of key fields
above.

24

Length code

Integer

M

Code list

Class: 1 mm = “mm”, 0.5 cm = “scm”; 1 cm = “cm”;
2.5 cm = “25 mm”, 5 cm = “5 cm”.

25

Aging method

String

O5

Code list

Methodology for estimating the age.

26

Age-plus-group

String

M

Code list

+ = Plus group, − = Not plus group.6

27

Otolith weight

Dec(5)

O

0.000 00–
99.999 99

In grammes.

28

Otolith side

String

O

Code list

The side of the fish where the otolith was taken. R = right,
L = left.
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Order

Name

Type

Req.

Basic checks

Comments

29

Weight

Dec(1)

O

1.0−99 999.9

In grammes.

30

Maturity staging method

String

O

Code list

Methodology for estimating the maturity stage.

31

Maturity scale

String

O

Code list

The maturity scale gives the range of the possible stages
(values).

32

Maturity stage

String

O

Code list

The stage (value) in the given scale.

* = key field


A CA record represents only one fish.



When all fish are aged and weighed, as in Danish market sampling from 2007, the system can
detect whether an age – length key has been used. If this were not detected, or given in a sepa‐
rate field, the variance would be overestimated. The criterion is that the numbers‐at‐length
should be a 100 % match with those of HL and CA from a given trip.



The Fishing Activity Categories are set to the same as given in the first matching HH record
for the same trip. In the next version of the exchange format, the three FAC fields should be
added to the CA record. All CA records should match at least one HH record on VesselFlag‐
Country, LandingCountry, Year, Quarter, Month, Area, and StatisticalRectangle (criteria to be
checked).



If “Station no” is missing, the first HH record for the same trip matching on VesselFlagCoun‐
try, LandingCountry, Year, Quarter, Month, Area, and StatisticalRectangle is assumed to be
representative of the CA record (used to provide the FAC if needed). All CA records with
sampling type different from “V” (vendor) should match at least one HH record on Ves‐
selFlagCountry, LandingCountry, Year, Quarter, Month, Area, and StatisticalRectangle (crite‐
ria to be checked; except for CAs from survey data).

1

The stage (value) should be within the range given by the “Maturity scale” (criteria to be checked).

Otolith samples may refer to either an individual haul or groups of hauls in the same rectangle or
within one sampling area, depending on the on‐board procedures. If detailed information is available,
refer to the haul number and/or rectangle; these data are, therefore, optional rather than mandatory.

2

3 Only applicable for herring (Clupea harengus), salmon (Salmo salar), and common whitefish (Core‐
gonus lavaretus).
4

Mandatory for sampling type = “S” (criteria to be checked).

5

Mandatory if a value is given in “Age” (criteria to be checked).

A plus‐group refers to the age indicated and older, respectively, i.e. to a reading equal to or more than
the specified number of rings. The use of a plus‐group should be avoided when possible.
6
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2.3.6

Commercial fisheries landings statistics record (CL)

Order

Name

Type

Req.

1

Basic checks

Comments

Record type *

String

M

2

Landing country *

String

M

Code list

Fixed value CL.
ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes.

3

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 3166 – 1 alpha-3 codes. The flag country of
the vessel. This may be different from the landing
country (see description of LandingCountry). 1

4

Year *

Integer

M

Code list

1 900−3 000.

5

Quarter *

Integer

M

Code list

1−4.

6

Month *

Integer

O

Code list

1−12.

7

Area *

String

M

Code list

Area level 3 (level 4 for Baltic, Mediterranean, and
Black Seas) in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b).

8

Statistical rectangle *

String

O

Code list

Area level 5 in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b). This is the ICES statistical
rectangles (e.g. 41G9) except for the
Mediterranean and Black Seas where GFCM
geographical subareas (GSAs) are used.

9

Subpolygon *

String

O

Code list

National level as defined by each country as child
nodes (substratification) of the ICES rectangles. It
is recommended that this is coordinated
internationally, e.g. through the Regional
Coordination Meetings (EC RCMs).

10

Species *

String

M

Code list

Scientific name in Latin (Genus species).

11

Landing category *

String

M

Code list

The intended usage at the time of landing. This
should match the comparable field in the LS
record (whether or not the fish was actually used
for this or another purpose).

12

Commercial size category
scale *

String

O

Code list

Commercial sorting scale code (optional for
“Unsorted”).

13

Commercial size category *

Integer

O

Code list

Commercial sorting category in the given scale
(optional for “Unsorted”). See (EC, 2006) and
later amendments when scale is “EU”.

14

Fishing activity category
National *

String

O

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – National
level as defined by each country as child nodes
(substratification) of the level-5 codes.

15

Fishing activity category
European lvl 5 *

String

O2

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – Level 5 as
defined in a hierarchical structure in the Data
Collection Regulation (EC 2008a, 2008b).

16

Fishing activity category
European lvl 6 *

String

O 2, 3

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – Level 6 as
defined in a hierarchical structure in the Data
Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a, 2008b). Level
6 is further specified by the Regional Coordination
Meetings (EC RCMs, Council Regulation [EC] No.
1543/2000).

17

Harbour *

String

O

Code list

Landing harbour.

18

Vessel length category *

String

M

Code list

Grouping of vessels into fleet segments according
to the vessel length categories defined in the Data
Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a, 2008b).

19

Unallocated catch weight

Integer

M

−2 000 000 000−2 000 000 000

Whole weight in kg.

20

Area misreported catch
weight

Integer

M

−2 000 000 000 − 2 000 000 000

Whole weight in kg.

21

Official landings weight

Integer

M

0−2 000 000 000 (i.e. 2 million t)

Whole weight in kg.

22

Landings multiplier

Dec(3)

O

0.500−2.000

Multiplier to correct official landings for, e.g.,
overweight in fish boxes. 4

23

Official landings value

Integer

O

1−100 000 000

In € 5. Official sales value of the landings.

* = key field
In the special case where a vessel lands the catch in country A, but the catch is transported directly to
country B, it should be registered as if it had been landed in country B.

1
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Either “Fishing activity category European lvl 5” or “Fishing activity category European lvl 6” should
be provided, but not both. It is preferable to use level 6 because this includes the level 5 information
(criteria to be checked).

2

3 “Fishing activity category European lvl 6” is mandatory for data from 2009 onwards (criteria to be
checked).

Weight can be entered as fresh weight or as estimated weight based on a statement of the number of
fish boxes sold to the first buyer. Optionally, a standard correction factor (landings multiplier) can be
applied if it is assumed that the boxes, as a rule, contain a certain percentage of overweight.
4

5

Use exchange rate at the time of sale.
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2.3.7

Commercial fisheries effort statistics record (CE)

Order

Name

Type

Req.

1

Record type *

String

M

2

Basic checks

Comments

Fixed value CE.

Vessel flag country *

String

M

Code list

ISO 31661 – alpha-3 codes. The flag country of the vessel.

3

Year *

Integer

M

Code list

1 900 − 3 000.

4

Quarter *

Integer

M

Code list

1−4.

5

Month *

Integer

O

Code list

1−12.

6

Area *

String

M

Code list

Area level 3 (level 4 for Baltic, Mediterranean, and Black Seas)
in the Data Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a, 2008b).

7

Statistical rectangle *

String

O

Code list

Area level 5 in the Data Collection Regulation (EC, 2008a,
2008b). This is the ICES statistical rectangles (e.g. 41G9),
except for the Mediterranean and Black Seas, where GFCM
geographical subareas (GSAs) are used. 1

8

Subpolygon *

String

O

Code list

National level as defined by each country as child nodes
(substratification) of the ICES rectangles. It is recommended
that this is coordinated internationally, e.g. through the
Regional Coordination Meetings (EC RCMs).

9

Fishing activity category
National *

String

O

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – National level as defined
by each country as child nodes (substratification) of the level-5
codes.

10

Fishing activity category
European lvl 5 *

String

O1

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – Level 5 as defined in a
hierarchical structure in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b).

11

Fishing activity category
European lvl 6 *

String

O 1, 2

Code list

Fishing activity category (= métier) – Level 6 as defined in a
hierarchical structure in the Data Collection Regulation (EC,
2008a, 2008b). Level 6 is further specified by the Regional
Coordination Meetings (EC RCMs, Council Regulation [EC] No.
1543/2000).

12

Harbour *

String

O

Code list

Landing harbour.

13

Vessel length category *

String

M

Code list

Grouping of vessels into fleet segments according to the vessel
length categories defined in the Data Collection Regulation
(EC, 2008a, 2008b).

14

Number of trips

Integer

M

1−50 000

3, 4

15

Number of sets/hauls

Integer

O

1−250 000

16

Fishing time/soaking time

Integer

O

1−1 200 000

In hours.

17

kW-days

Integer

O

1−2 000 000

In kW days.

18

GT-days

Integer

O

1−750 000

In GT (Gross Tonnage) days.

19

Days at sea

Integer

O

1−1 000

In days. 5

* = key field
Either “Fishing activity category European lvl 5” or “Fishing activity category European lvl 6” should
be provided, but not both. It is preferable to use level 6 because this includes the level 5 information
(criteria to be checked).

1

2 “Fishing activity category European lvl 6” is mandatory for data from 2009 onwards (criteria to be
checked).
3

If a trip covers more than one rectangle/SubPolygon, the rectangle with the most fishing is used.

A trip is defined as the period between when a vessel departs from a port (or factory ship) and arrives
at a port (or factory ship) for discharge of the catch.

4

5 A day at sea shall be measured as any continuous period of 24 hours (or part thereof) when a vessel is
absent from port. The time from when the continuous period is measured is at the discretion of the
Member State whose flag is flown by the vessel concerned.
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XML file format definitions

The XML file structure is defined in schema files; the schema file type used is XSD, as recommended by W3C
(Biron et al., 2004; Fallside and Walmsley, 2004; Thompson et al., 2004). The XSD schema files refer to XSD enu‐
merator files containing the code lists; these files are not printed in the report because the codes are tabulated in
Annex 4. The files can be obtained from the FishFrame support.
2.4.1

Commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\AgePlusGroup.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\AgingMethod.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\AggregationLevel.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Area.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\CatchCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\CatchRegistration.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Country.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_National2.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU5.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU6.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingValidity.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Gear.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Harbour.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\LandingCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\LengthCode.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\MaturityStagingMethod.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\MaturityScale.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\MaturityStage.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\OtolithSide.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Project.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\StatisticalRectangle.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SamplingMethod.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SamplingType.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SelectionDevice.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Sex.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SizeCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SizeCategoryScale.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Species.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SpeciesRegistration.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Stock.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SubSamplingCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SubPolygon.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\VesselType.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Year.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="FishFrame" type="FishFrameType"/>
<xsd:complexType name="FishFrameType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="CS" type="CSType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CSType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="TR" type="TRType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="TRType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="VesselLength" type="tVesselLength" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="VesselPower" type="tVesselPower" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="VesselSize" type="tVesselSize" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="VesselType" type="tVesselType"/>
<xsd:element name="Harbour" type="tHarbour"/>
<xsd:element name="NumberOfHauls" type="tNumberOfHauls" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="DaysAtSea" type="tDaysAtSea" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="VesselId" type="tVesselId" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="SamplingCountry" type="tCountry"/>
<xsd:element name="SamplingMethod" type="tSamplingMethod"/>
<xsd:element name="HH" type="HHType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xsd:element name="CA" type="CAType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
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<xsd:attribute name="SamplingType" type="tSamplingType" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LandingCountry" type="tCountry" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FlagCountry" type="tCountry" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Year" type="tYear" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Project" type="tProject" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Trip" type="tTrip" use="required"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="HHType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="FishingValidity" type="tFishingValidity" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="AggregationLevel" type="tAggregationLevel" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="CatchRegistration" type="tCatchRegistration"/>
<xsd:element name="SpeciesRegistration" type="tSpeciesRegistration"/>
<xsd:element name="Date" type="tDate"/>
<xsd:element name="TimeShot" type="tTimeShot" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="FishingDuration" type="tFishingDuration" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="LatDegreesStart" type="tLatDegrees" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="LonDegreesStart" type="tLonDegrees" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="LatDegreesStop" type="tLatDegrees" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="LonDegreesStop" type="tLonDegrees" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="Area" type="tArea"/>
<xsd:element name="Rectangle" type="tStatisticalRectangle" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="SubPolygon" type="tSubPolygon" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MainFishingDepth" type="tMainDepth" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MainWaterDepth" type="tMainDepth" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="FishingActivityNational" type="tFishingActivityCategory_National2" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="FishingActivityEUlvl5" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU5" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="FishingActivityEUlvl6" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU6" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="Gear" type="tGear" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MeshSize" type="tMeshSize" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="SelectionDevice" type="tSelectionDevice" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MeshSizeInSelectionDevice" type="tMeshSizeSelectionDevice" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="SL" type="SLType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Station" type="tStationNo" use="required"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="SLType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="Weight" type="tWeight"/>
<xsd:element name="SubSampleWeight" type="tWeight" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="LengthCode" type="tLengthCode" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="HL" type="HLType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Species" type="tSpecies" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Sex" type="tSex"/>
<xsd:attribute name="CatchCategory" type="tCatchCategory" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LandingCategory" type="tLandingCategory" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategoryScale" type="tSizeCategoryScale"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategory" type="tSizeCategory"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SubSamplingCategory" type="tSubSamplingCategory"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="HLType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="NoAtLength" type="tNoAtLength"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Sex" type="tSex"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LengthClass" type="tLengthClass" use="required"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CAType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="LengthCode" type="tLengthCode"/>
<xsd:element name="AgingMethod" type="tAgingMethod" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="AgePlusGroup" type="tAgePlusGroup"/>
<xsd:element name="OtolithWeight" type="tOtolithweight" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="OtolithSide" type="tOtolithSide" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="Weight" type="tIndividualMeanWeight" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MaturityStagingMethod" type="tMaturityStagingMethod" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MaturityScale" type="tMaturityScale" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="MaturityStage" type="tMaturityStage" minOccurs="0"/>
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</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Station" type="tStationNo"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Quarter" type="tQuarter"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Month" type="tMonth"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Species" type="tSpecies" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Sex" type="tSex"/>
<xsd:attribute name="CatchCategory" type="tCatchCategory" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LandingCategory" type="tLandingCategory" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategoryScale" type="tSizeCategoryScale"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategory" type="tSizeCategory"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Stock" type="tStock"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Area" type="tArea" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="StatisticalRectangle" type="tStatisticalRectangle"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SubPolygon" type="tSubPolygon" />
<xsd:attribute name="LengthClass" type="tLengthClass" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Age" type="tAge"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SingleFishId" type="tSingleFishId" use="required"/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tTrip">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tVesselLength">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="3"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="160"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tVesselPower">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="4"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="5500"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tVesselSize">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="1500"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tNumberOfHauls">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tDaysAtSea">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="60"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tVesselId">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tQuarter">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="4"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMonth">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tStationNo">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999"/>
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</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tDate">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:length value="10"/>
<xsd:pattern value="\d{4}\-\d{2}\-\d{2}"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tFishingDuration">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="5"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tTimeShot">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:length value="5"/>
<xsd:pattern value="\d{2}:\d{2}"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLatDegrees">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="20.00000"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="80.00000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLonDegrees">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="-31.00000"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="31.00000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMainDepth">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMeshSize">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMeshSizeSelectionDevice">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="20"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="200"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tWeight">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:long">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="9999999999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLengthClass">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="3999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tNoAtLength">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tAge">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="0"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tSingleFishId">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
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<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99999999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tOtolithweight">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="0.00000"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99.99999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tIndividualMeanWeight">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1.0"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="99999.9"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tNumber">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="999"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>

2.4.2

Commercial fisheries landings data (CL)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Area.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Country.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_National2.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU5.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU6.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Harbour.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\LandingCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\StatisticalRectangle.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SizeCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SizeCategoryScale.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Species.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SubPolygon.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\VesselLengthCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Year.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="FishFrame" type="FishFrameType"/>
<xsd:complexType name="FishFrameType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="CL" type="CLType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CLType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="CL_Record" type="CL_RecordType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CL_RecordType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="UnallocatedCatchWeight" type="tCatchWeight"/>
<xsd:element name="AreaMisreportedCatchWeight" type="tCatchWeight"/>
<xsd:element name="OfficalLandingWeight" type="tLandingWeight"/>
<xsd:element name="LandingsMultiplier" type="tLandingMultiplier" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="OfficalLandingsValue" type="tLandingValue" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LandingCountry" type="tCountry" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FlagCountry" type="tCountry" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Year" type="tYear" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Quarter" type="tQuarter" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Month" type="tMonth"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Area" type="tArea" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="StatisticalRectangle" type="tStatisticalRectangle"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SubPolygon" type="tSubPolygon"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Species" type="tSpecies" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="LandingCategory" type="tLandingCategory" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategoryScale" type="tSizeCategoryScale"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SizeCategory" type="tSizeCategory"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityNational" type="tFishingActivityCategory_National2"/>
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<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityEUlvl5" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU5"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityEUlvl6" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU6"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Harbour" type="tHarbour"/>
<xsd:attribute name="VesselLengthCategory" type="tVesselLengthCategory "/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tCatchWeight">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:long">
<xsd:minInclusive value="-2000000000"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="2000000000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLandingWeight">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:long">
<xsd:minInclusive value="0"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="2000000000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLandingMultiplier">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="0.5"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="2.00"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tLandingValue">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:double">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="100000000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tQuarter">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="4"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMonth">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>

2.4.3

Commercial fisheries effort data (CE)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Area.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Country.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_National2.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU5.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\FishingActivityCategory_EU6.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Harbour.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\StatisticalRectangle.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\SubPolygon.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\VesselLengthCategory.xsd"/>
<xsd:include schemaLocation="Enumerators\Year.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="FishFrame" type="FishFrameType"/>
<xsd:complexType name="FishFrameType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="CE" type="CEType"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CEType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="CE_Record" type="CE_RecordType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType name="CE_RecordType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="VesselLengthCategory" type="tVesselLengthCategory"/>
<xsd:element name="NumberOfTrips" type="tTrips"/>
<xsd:element name="NumberOfHauls" type="tHauls" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="FishingTime" type="tFishingTime" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="KWDays" type="tKWDays" minOccurs="0"/>
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<xsd:element name="GTDays" type="tGTDays" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="DaysAtSea" type="tDaysAtSea" minOccurs="0"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="ln" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FlagCountry" type="tCountry" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Year" type="tYear" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Quarter" type="tQuarter" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Month" type="tMonth"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Area" type="tArea" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="StatisticalRectangle" type="tStatisticalRectangle"/>
<xsd:attribute name="SubPolygon" type="tSubPolygon"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityNational" type="tFishingActivityCategory_National2"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityEUlvl5" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU5"/>
<xsd:attribute name="FishingActivityEUlvl6" type="tFishingActivityCategory_EU6"/>
<xsd:attribute name="Harbour" type="tHarbour"/>
<xsd:attribute name="VesselLengthCategory" type="tVesselLengthCategory "/>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tTrips">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="50000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tHauls">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="250000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tFishingTime">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="1200000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tKWDays">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="750000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tGTDays">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="100000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tDaysAtSea">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="1000"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tQuarter">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="4"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:simpleType name="tMonth">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:int">
<xsd:minInclusive value="1"/>
<xsd:maxInclusive value="12"/>
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>
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Annex 1

CSV example files

The following are examples of CSV files.
Commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)
TR,M,DEN,DEN,2005,IN‐CHAR,223,,,,4,1,,,,DEN,SelfSampling
HH,M,DEN,DEN,2005,IN‐CHAR,223,1,V,H,Lan,Par,20060 – 81 –
4,,60,55.00000,17.00000,55.00000,17.00000,25,40G6,,,,Dem_trawl__o, ,OTB_DEF_901 –
19_0_0,90 ,0,
SL,M,DEN,DEN,2005,IN‐CHAR,223,1,Gadus
Morhua,,LAN,HUC,EU,4,,25715,25715,cm
HL,M,DEN,DEN,2005,IN‐CHAR,223,1,Gadus morhua,LAN,HUC,EU,4,,,630,1
CA,M,DEN,DEN,2005,IN‐CHAR,223,1,3,8,Gadus
morhua,F,LAN,HUC,EU,4,,25,40G6,,630,3,13,cm,OWR,‐,,,2162,,,
Commercial fisheries landings data (CL)
CL,DEN,DEN,2005,1,1,25,39G5,,Gadus
morhua,HUC,EU,1,Garn_alm___o,,GNS_DEF_110 – 156_0_0,,12‐
< 18,5,10,68,1.0346634904,1062.8463104
CL,DEN,DEN,2005,1,1,25,39G5,,Gadus
morhua,HUC,EU,2,Garn_alm___o,,GNS_DEF_110 – 156_0_0,,12‐<18,5,10,
3793,1.0477585496,49973.534186
Commercial fisheries effort data (CE)
CE,DEN,2005,1,1,25,39G5,,Garn_alm___o,,GNS_DEF_110 –
156_0_0,,,366,3384,3591,37823,11482,187
CE,DEN,2005,1,1,25,40G6,,Dem_trawl__o,,OTB_DEF_>=105_1_>=110,,,568,694,10680,1
42393,78848,352
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XML example files

The following are examples of XML files.
Commercial fisheries sampling data (CS)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<FishFrame>
<CS>
<TR ln="1" SamplingType="M" LandingCountry="TS1" FlagCountry="TS1" Year="2005"
Project="IN-CHAR" Trip="223">
<VesselType>4</VesselType>
<NumberOfHauls>1</NumberOfHauls>
<SamplingCountry>TS1</SamplingCountry>
<SamplingMethod>SelfSampling</SamplingMethod>
<HH ln="2" Station="1">
<FishingValidity>V</FishingValidity>
<AggregationLevel>H</AggregationLevel>
<CatchRegistration>Lan</CatchRegistration>
<SpeciesRegistration>Par</SpeciesRegistration>
<Date>2006-08-14</Date>
<FishingDuration>60</FishingDuration>
<LatDegreesStart>55.00000</LatDegreesStart>
<LonDegreesStart>17.00000</LonDegreesStart>
<LatDegreesStop>55.00000</LatDegreesStop>
<LonDegreesStop>17.00000</LonDegreesStop>
<Area>25</Area>
<Rectangle>40G6</Rectangle>
<FishingActivityNational>Dem_trawl__o</FishingActivityNational>
<FishingActivityEUlvl6> OTB_DEF_90-119_0_0</FishingActivityEUlvl6>
<MeshSize>70</MeshSize>
<SelectionDevice>0</SelectionDevice>
<SL ln="3" Species="Gadus morhua" CatchCategory="LAN" LandingCategory="HUC" SizeCategoryScale="EU" SizeCategory="4">
<Weight>25715</Weight>
<SubSampleWeight>25715</SubSampleWeight>
<LengthCode>cm</LengthCode>
<HL ln="4" LengthClass="630">
<NoAtLength>1</NoAtLength>
</HL>
</SL>
</HH>
<CA ln="5" Station="1" Quarter="3" Month="8" Species="Gadus morhua" Sex="F"
CatchCategory="LAN" LandingCategory="HUC" SizeCategoryScale="EU" SizeCategory="4" Area="25"
StatisticalRectangle="40G6" LengthClass="630" Age="3" SingleFishId="13">
<LengthCode>cm</LengthCode>
<AgePlusGroup>-</AgePlusGroup>
<Weight>2162</Weight>
</CA>
</TR>
</CS>
</FishFrame>

Commercial fisheries landings data (CL)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<FishFrame>
<CL>
<CL_Record ln="1" LandingCountry="TS1" FlagCountry="TS1" Year="2005" Quarter="1"
Month="1" Area="25" StatisticalRectangle="39G5" Species="Gadus morhua" LandingCategory="HUC"
SizeCategoryScale="EU" SizeCategory="1" FishingActivityNational="Garn_alm___o"
FishingActivityEUlvl6="GNS_DEF_110-156_0_0" VesselLengthCategory="12-<18">
<UnallocatedCatchWeight>5</UnallocatedCatchWeight>
<AreaMisreportedCatchWeight>10</AreaMisreportedCatchWeight>
<OfficalLandingWeight>68</OfficalLandingWeight>
<LandingsMultiplier>1.0346634904</LandingsMultiplier>
<OfficalLandingsValue>1062.8463104</OfficalLandingsValue>
</CL_Record>
<CL_Record ln="2" LandingCountry="TS1" FlagCountry="TS1" Year="2005" Quarter="1"
Month="1" Area="25" StatisticalRectangle="39G5" Species="Gadus morhua" LandingCategory="HUC"
SizeCategoryScale="EU" SizeCategory="2" FishingActivityNational="Garn_alm___o"
FishingActivityEUlvl6="GNS_DEF_110-156_0_0" VesselLengthCategory="12-<18">
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<UnallocatedCatchWeight>5</UnallocatedCatchWeight>
<AreaMisreportedCatchWeight>10</AreaMisreportedCatchWeight>
<OfficalLandingWeight>3793</OfficalLandingWeight>
<LandingsMultiplier>1.0477585496</LandingsMultiplier>
<OfficalLandingsValue>49973.534186</OfficalLandingsValue>
</CL_Record>
</CL>

Commercial fisheries effort data (CE)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<FishFrame>
<CE>
<CE_Record ln="1" FlagCountry="TS1" Year="2005" Quarter="1" Month="1" Area="25"
StatisticalRectangle="39G5" FishingActivityNational="Garn_alm___o" FishingActivityEUlvl6="GNS_DEF_110156_0_0" VesselLengthCategory="12-<18">
<NumberOfTrips>366</NumberOfTrips>
<NumberOfHauls>3384</NumberOfHauls>
<FishingTime>3591</FishingTime>
<KWDays>37823</KWDays>
<GTDays>11482</GTDays>
<DaysAtSea>187</DaysAtSea>
</CE_Record>
<CE_Record ln="2" FlagCountry="TS1" Year="2005" Quarter="1" Month="1" Area="25"
StatisticalRectangle="40G6" FishingActivityNational="Dem_trawl__o"
FishingActivityEUlvl6="OTB_DEF_&gt;=105_1_&gt;=110" VesselLengthCategory="12-<18">
<NumberOfTrips>568</NumberOfTrips>
<NumberOfHauls>694</NumberOfHauls>
<FishingTime>10680</FishingTime>
<KWDays>142393</KWDays>
<GTDays>78848</GTDays>
<DaysAtSea>352</DaysAtSea>
</CE_Record>
</CE>
</FishFrame>
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Annex 3

Header rows

C o m m e r c ia l f i s h e r i e s s a m p l in g ( C S )
Comma-separated long header rows
TR, Sampling_type, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Project,
Trip_number, Vessel_length, Vessel_power, Vessel_size, Vessel_type, Harbour,
No_SetsHauls_on_trip, Days_at_sea, Vessel_identifier, Sampling_country, Sam‐
pling_method
HH, Sampling_type, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Project,
Trip_number, Station_number, Fishing_validity, Aggregation_level,
Catch_registration, Species_registration, Date, Time, Fishing_duration,
Pos_Start_Lat_dec, Pos_Start_Lon_dec, Pos_Stop_Lat_dec, Pos_Stop_Lon_dec, Area,
Statistical_rectangle, Sub_polygon, Main_fishing_depth, Main_water_depth,
FAC_National, FAC_EC_lvl5, FAC_EC_lvl6, Mesh_size, Selection_device,
Mesh_size_selection_device
SL, Sampling_type, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Project,
Trip_number, Station_number, Species, Sex, Catch_category, Landing_category,
Comm_size_cat_scale, Comm_size_cat, Subsampling_category, Weight, Subsam‐
ple_weight, Length_code
HL, Sampling_type, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Project,
Trip_number, Station_number, Species, Sex, Catch_category, Landing_category,
Comm_size_cat_scale, Comm_size_cat, Subsampling_category, Sex, Length_class,
Number_at_length
CA, Sampling_type, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Project,
Trip_number, Station_number, Quarter, Month, Species, Sex, Catch_category, Land‐
ing_category, Comm_size_cat_scale, Comm_size_cat, Stock, Area, Statisti‐
cal_rectangle, Sub_polygon, Length_class, Age, Single_fish_number, Length_code,
Aging_method, Age_plus_group, Otolith_weight, Otolith_side, Weight, Matur‐
ity_staging_method, Maturity_scale, Maturity_stage
Comma-separated short header rows
TR, Smpl_type, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Prjt, Trip_no, V_lng, V_pow, V_size, V_type,
Harbour, No_SH_trp, Days_sea, V_Id, Smpl_c, Smpl_meth
HH, Smpl_type, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Prjt, Trip_no, St_no, F_val, Aggr_lvl, Catch_reg,
Sp_reg, Date, Time, F_dur, Pos_Strt_Lat, Pos_Strt_Lon, Pos_Stop_Lat, Pos_Stop_Lon,
Area, Rect, S_poly, M_f_depth, M_w_depth, FAC_Nat, FAC_5, FAC_6, Mesh_s,
Sel_dev, Mesh_s_sel_dev
SL, Smpl_type, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Prjt, Trip_no, St_no, Species, Sex, Catch_cat,
Lan_cat, C_size_cat_sc, C_size_cat, Ssmpl_cat, Weight, Ssmple_w, L_code
HL, Smpl_type, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Prjt, Trip_no, St_no, Species, Sex, Catch_cat,
Lan_cat, C_size_cat_sc, C_size_cat, Ssmpl_cat, Sex, L_class, No_length
CA, Smpl_type, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Prjt, Trip_no, St_no, Q, Month, Species, Sex,
Catch_cat, Lan_cat, C_size_cat_sc, C_size_cat, Stock, Area, Rect, S_poly, L_class, Age,
S_fish_no, L_code, Age_method, Age_pl_gr, Oto_w, Oto_side, Weight,
Mat_s_method, Mat_scale, Mat_stage
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C o m m e r c ia l f i s h e r i e s l a n d i n g s s t a t i s t ic s (C L )
Comma-separated full header rows
CL, Landing_country, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Quarter, Month, Area, Statisti‐
cal_Rectangle, Sub_polygon, Species, Landing_category, Comm_size_cat_scale,
Comm_size_cat, FAC_National, FAC_EC_lvl5, FAC_EC_lvl6, Harbour, Ves‐
sel_length_cat, Unallocated_catch_weigh, Area_misreported_Catch_weight, Offi‐
cial_Landings_weight, Landings_multiplier, Official_landings_value
Comma-separated short header rows
CL, Lan_c, V_f_c, Year, Q, Month, Area, Rect, S_poly, Species, Lan_cat, C_size_cat_sc,
C_size_cat, FAC_Nat, FAC_5, FAC_6, Harbour, V_l_cat, Unalloc_c_w,
Area_mis_C_w, Off_Lan_w, Lan_multi, Off_lan_val

C o mme rc ia l f i sh er ies e f fo rt stat is t ic s (C E)
Comma-separated full header rows
CE, Vessel_flag_country, Year, Quarter, Month, Area, Statistical_Rectangle,
Sub_polygon, FAC_National, FAC_EC_lvl5, FAC_EC_lvl6, Harbour, Ves‐
sel_length_cat, Number_of_trips, Number_of_SetsHauls, FishingSoaking_time,
kW_days, GT_days, Days_at_sea
Comma-separated short header rows
CE, V_f_c, Year, Q, Month, Area, Rect, S_poly, FAC_Nat, FAC_5, FAC_6, Harbour,
V_l_cat, No_trp, No_SH, FS_time, kW_days, GT_days, Days_sea
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Annex 4

Code lists

Codes are listed in the following tables. When using code lists, be sure to check for
updates (see Section 1.3).
Some code lists are described as “open”, which means new codes will be added so
frequently that it makes no sense to include them in this report. An example is “pro‐
ject”. These code lists are to be created and maintained within the applications that
utilize this format. Some of the open lists might be added in later versions,
e.g.“harbour”.
Age-plus-group
Code

Description

−

Not an “age-plus-group”

+

An “age-plus-group”

Aging method
Code

Description

OWR

Otolith (winter rings)

Scale

Scale

Aggregation level
Code

Description

H

Haul

T

Trip

Area and statistical rectangle
Areas and statistical rectangles are defined according to the levels in Appendix I of
the DCR (EC, 2008b). These are given in the table below, which shows the geographic
stratification by regional fisheries organizations.
Geographic stratification by regional fisheries organizations.
ICES

NAFO

ICCAT

GFCM

CCAMLR

IOTC

OTHER

Level 1

Area

Area

FAO area

Area, e.g. 37
(Mediterranean and
Black Seas)

Area, e.g. 48

FAO area

FAO area

Level 2

Subarea, e.g.
27.IV (North Sea)

Subarea, e.g.
21.2 (Labrador)

FAO subarea

Subarea, e.g. 37.1
(Western)

Subarea, e.g.
48.1 (Antarctic
peninsula)

FAO subarea

FAO subarea

Level 3

Division, e.g.
27.IV c

Division, e.g.
21.2 H

Division
5° × 5°

Division, e.g. 37.1.2
(Gulf of Lyons)

Division, e.g.
58.5.1
(Kerguelen
Islands)

Division
5° × 5°

Division
5° × 5°

Level 4

Subdivision, e.g.
27.III.c.22

–

–

GSA, e.g. GSA 1

–

–

–

Level 5

Rectangle
30’ × 1°

Rectangle

Rectangle
1° × 1°

–

Rectangle
30' × 1°

Rectangle
1° × 1°

Rectangle
1° × 1°
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The areas, except for statistical rectangles and geographical subareas (GSAs), are FAO
areas (see http://www.fao.org/fishery/area/search). This website also links to defini‐
tions of all the areas (see
http://datacollection.jrc.ec.europa.eu/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=2502&na
me=DLFE‐261.xls).
For tables of the GFCM (General Fishery Commission of the Mediterreanean) Geo‐
graphical Sub‐Areas (GSAs) used in the Mediterranean and Black seas consult
ftp://ftp.fao.org/FI/DOCUMENT/gfcm/web/GSAsTable.pdf.
The ICES statistical rectangles can be found in a shapefile at http://www.ices.dk/
aboutus/icesareas/ICES_rectangles.zip.
Sampling type
Code

Description

M

Market sampling of known fishing trips

S

Sea sampling

V

Vendor

D

Market sampling of mixed trips (Day trips to market)

Catch category
Code

Description

Dis

Discards

Lan

Landings

Catch registration
Code

Description

All

All

Lan

Landings

Dis

Discards

Non

None

Country
Refer to the FAO reference list (see http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/iso3 list.asp).
Commercial size category scale
Code

Description

EU

Official EU size sorting

English

National English sorting scale

Nephrops

Sorting of Nephrops norvegicus
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Commercial size category
Code

Commercial size category scale

Description

1

EU

EU scale: 1

2

EU

EU scale: 2

3

EU

EU scale: 3

4

EU

EU scale: 4

5

EU

EU scale: 5

6

EU

EU scale: 6

7

EU

EU scale: 7

0

Nephrops
Nephrops

Whole

1

Tails only

Fishing activity category National
This is an open code list. The string should not exceed ten characters.
Fishing activity category European level 5
Any level‐5 code is uniquely defined by the gear type (level 4) and target assemblage
(level 5). When coding for level 4, follow the 2−3 letter abbreviation system of the
FAO International Standard Statistical Classification of Fishing Gear (ISSCFG; see
ftp://ftp.fao.org/FI/DOCUMENT/cwp/handbook/annex/AnnexM1fishinggear.pdf;).
For level 5, follow the three‐letter coding system in the table below.
Code

Description

ANA

Anadromous species

CAT

Catadromous species

CEP

Cephalopods

CRU

Crustaceans

DWS

Deep-water species

DEF

Demersal fish

DES

Demersal species

FIF

Finfish

FWS

Freshwater species

GEL

Glass eel

LPF

Large pelagic fish

MOD

Mixed cephalopods and demersal fish

MCD

Mixed crustaceans and demersal fish

MPD

Mixed pelagic and demersal fish

MDD

Mixed demersal and deep-water species

MOL

Molluscs

SPF

Small pelagic fish

SLP

Small and large pelagic fish

The coding system for a level‐5 fishing activity category is:
GearType_TargetAssemblage.
The code always consists of 6 – 7 characters. Examples:


DRB_MOL (= dredging for molluscs from a boat)



GNS_DEF (= set gillnet targeting demersal fish)



OTB_DEF (= bottom trawl [otter] targeting demersal fish)
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OTT_CRU (= otter twin trawl [multi trawl] targeting crustaceans)



PS_SPF (= purse seining for small pelagic fish)
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Fishing activity category European level 6
Any level‐6 code is uniquely defined by the gear type (level 4), the target assemblage
(level 5), and the mesh size and other selective devices (level 6). For coding purposes
for level 6, follow the pattern
MeshSize(Range)_SelectiveDevice_MeshSize(Range)InSelectiveDevice
where MeshSize(Range) and MeshSize(Range)InSelectiveDevice is coded as either a
range (“9 – 9”) or a border value (“> = 105”).
The coding for SelectiveDevice is given below.
For gear that does not have a mesh size or selection device, use “‐“. For fisheries
where there is no regulation on mesh size or mesh size in selection device, use “0“.
Examples:


DRB_MOL_> = 80_0_0 (= dredging for molluscs from a boat, mesh size
equal to or larger than 80 mm, no regulation on selection device)



GNS_DEF_> = 220_0_0 (= set gillnet targeting demersal fish, mesh size
equal to or larger than 220 mm, no regulation on selection device)



OTB_DEF_90 – 119_0_0 (= bottom trawl [otter] targeting demersal fish,
mesh size between 90 and 119 mm, no regulation on selection device)



OTT_CRU_> = 70_2_> = 35 (= otter twin trawl [multi trawl] targeting crusta‐
ceans), mesh size equal to or larger than 70 mm, grid with a mesh size of
minimum 55 mm)



LLS_DEF_‐_‐_‐ (= longline fishery for demersal fish)

Fishing validity
Code

Description

I

Invalid fishing operation

V

Valid fishing operation

Gear type
Use the FAO International Standard Statistical Classification of Fishing Gear
(ISSCFG; see ftp://ftp.fao.org/FI/DOCUMENT/cwp/handbook/ annex/ An‐
nexM1fishinggear.pdf), as given in the table below.
Code

Description

PS

Purse seine. Surrounding net with purse lines.

LA

Lampara seine. Surrounding net without purse lines.

SB

Beach seines

SV

Boat or vessel seines

SDN

Danish seines

SSC

Scottish seines

SPR

Pair seines

SX

Seine nets (not specified)

TBB

Bottom beam trawls

OTB

Bottom otter trawls1
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PTB

Bottom pair trawls

TBN

Bottom Nephrops trawls

TBS

Bottom shrimp trawls

TB

Bottom trawls (not specified)

OTM

Midwater otter trawls 1

PTM

Midwater pair trawls

TMS

Midwater shrimp trawls

TM

Midwater trawls (not specified)

OTT

Otter twin trawls

OT

Otter trawls (not specified)

PT

Pair trawls (not specified)

TX

Other trawls (not specified)

DRB

Boat dredge

DRH

Hand dredge

LNP

Portable lift nets

LNB

Boat-operated lift nets

LNS

Shore-operated stationary lift nets

LN

Lift nets (not specified)

FCN

Cast nets

FG

Falling gear (not specified)

GNS

Set gillnets (anchored)

GND

Driftnets

GNC

Encircling gillnets

GNF

Fixed gillnets (on stakes)

GTR

Trammel nets

GTN

Combined gillnets-trammelnets

GEN

Gillnets and entangling nets (not specified)

GN

Gillnets (not specified)

FPN

Stationary uncovered poundnets

FPO

Pots

FYK

Fyke nets

FSN

Stownets

FWR

Barriers, fences, weirs, etc.

FAR

Aerial traps

FIX

Traps (not specified)

LHP

Handlines and pole-lines (hand-operated) 2

LHM

Handlines and pole-lines (mechanized) 2

LLS

Set longlines

LLD

Drifting longlines

LL

Longlines (not specified)

LTL

Trolling lines

LX

Hooks and lines (not specified) 3

HAR

Harpoons

HMP

Pumps

HMD

Mechanized dredges

HMX

Harvesting machines (not specified)

MIS

Miscellaneous gear 4

RG

Recreational fishing gear

Fisheries agencies may indicate side and stern bottom trawls as OTB‐1 and OTB‐2, and side and stern
midwater trawls as OTM‐1 and OTM‐2.

1

2

Including jigging lines.
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Code LDV for dory‐operated line gears will be maintained for historical data purposes.

Includes: hand and landing nets; drive‐in nets; gathering by hand with simple hand implements, with
or without diving equipment; poisons and explosives, trained animals; and electrical fishing.
4

Harbour
This is an open code list. The string should not exceed ten characters in length.
Landing category
Code

Description

HUC

Human consumption

IND

Industry

Length code
Code

Description

scm

Semi-centimetre (5 × 10 −3 m)

cm

Centimetre

mm

Millimetres

25 mm

2.5 centimetres (2.5 × 10 −2 m)

5 cm

5 centimetres

Maturity scale
Code

Description

1–4

The 1 − 4 scale

1–5

The 1 − 5 scale

1–8

The 1 − 8 scale

Cru

Crustacean scale

Maturity stage
Code

Maturity scale

Description

1

1–4

–

2

1–4

–

3

1–4

–

4

1–4

–

1

1–5

–

2

1–5

–

3

1–5

–

4

1–5

–

5

1–5

–

1

1–8

–

2

1–8

–

3

1–8

–

4

1–8

–

5

1–8

–

6

1–8

–

7

1–8

–

8

1–8

–

0

Cru

Berried, i.e. with eggs

1

Cru

Not berried, i.e. without eggs
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Maturity staging method
Code

Description

Visual

Visual

Hist

Histological

Otolith side
Code

Description

R

Right

L

Left

Project
This is an open code list. The string should not exceed ten characters in length.
Sampling method
Code

Description

Observer

Sampling by observer

SelfSampling

Sampling by fishers

Selection device
Code

Description

1

Exit window or panel

2

Grid

0

Not present

Sex
Code

Description

F

Female

M

Male

T

Transitional
(during sex change)

Species
Only the FAO reference is valid (see ftp://ftp.fao.org/FI/stat/ data/ASFIS_sp.zip).
Species registration
Code

Description

All

All

Par

Partial

Non

None
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Stock
Codes of stocks are adopted by RFMOs (Regional Fishstock Management Organiza‐
tions) for assessment purposes. The codes for stocks assessed in ICES are listed be‐
low.
Code

Description

anb-7b-k8a-b

Anglerfish (Lophius budegassa) in Divisions VIIb–k and VIIIa and b

anb-8c9a

Anglerfish (Lophius budegassa) in Divisions VIIIc and IXa

ane-bisc

Anchovy in Subarea VIII (Bay of Biscay)

ane-pore

Anchovy in Division IXa

ang-ivvi

Anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Division IIIA and Subareas IV (North Sea) and VI (west of Scotland
and Rockall)

anp 7b-k8a-b

Anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Divisions VIIb-k and VIIIa and b

anp-8c9a

Anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius) in Divisions VIIIc and IXa

bli-comb

Blue ling (Molva dypterygia)

bll-2232

Brill in Subdivisions 22−32

cap-bars

Barents Sea capelin (Subareas I and II, excluding Division IIa west of 5°W)

cap-icel

Capelin in Iceland–East Greenland–Jan Mayen Area Division IIa west of 5°W and (Subareas V and
XIV,

cod-2224

Cod in Subdivisions 22−24

cod-2532

Cod in Subdivisions 25−32

cod-3a47d

Cod in Division IIIa (Skaggerak), Subarea IV, and Division VIId.

cod-7bc

Cod in the West of Ireland (Divisions VIIb and c)

cod-7e-k

Cod in Divisions VIIe–k

cod-arct

North-East Arctic cod (Subareas I and II)

cod-coas

Norwegian coastal cod

cod-ech

Cod in the English Channel (Divisions VIIe–h)

cod-ewgr

Greenland cod (ICES Subarea XIV and NAFO Subarea 1)

cod-farb

Faroe Bank cod (Subdivision Vb2)

cod-farp

Faroe Plateau cod (Subdivision Vb1)

cod-iceg

Icelandic cod (Division Va)

cod-iris

Cod in Division VIIa (Irish Sea)

cod-kat

Cod in the Kattegat (part of Division IIIa)

cod-rock

Cod in Division VIb (Rockall)

cod-scow

Cod in Division VIa (West of Scotland)

dab-2232

Dab in Subdivisions 22−32

fle-2232

Flounder in Subdivisions 22−32

fle-2425

Flounder in Subdivisions 24 and 25

ghl-arct

Greenland Halibut (Subareas I and II)

ghl-grn

Greenland halibut in Subareas V and XIV

had-3a4

Haddock in Division IIIa and Subarea IV (North Sea)

had-7b-k

Haddock in Divisions VIIb-k

had-arct

North-East Arctic haddock (Subareas I and II)

had-faro

Faroe haddock (Division Vb)

had-iceg

Icelandic haddock (Division Va)

had-iris

Haddock in Division VIIa (Irish Sea)

had-rock

Haddock in Division VIb (Rockall)

had-scow

Haddock in Division VIa (West of Scotland)

her-25 – 2932

Herring in Subdivisions 25−29 and 32 minus Gulf of Riga

her-30

Herring in Subdivision 30 (Bothnian Sea)

her-31

Herring in Subdivision 31 (Bothnian Bay)

her-3a22 – 24

Herring in Division IIIa and Subdivisions 22–24 (spring spawners)
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her-43a7d

Herring in Divisions VIId and IIIa Subarea IV and (autumn spawners)

her-clyd

Clyde herring (Division VIa)

her-cs

Herring South and SouthWest of Ireland (New)

her-irls

Celtic Sea and Division VIIj herring

her-irlw

Herring in Divisions VIa (South) and VIIb and c

her-nirs

Irish Sea herring (Division VIIa)

her-noss

Norwegian spring-spawning herring

her-riga

Herring in the Gulf of Riga

her-vasu

Icelandic summer-spawning herring (Division Va)

her-vian

Herring in Division VIa (North)

hke-nrtn

Hake – northern stock (Division IIIa, Subareas IV, VI, and VII, and Divisions VIIIa and b)

hke-soth

Hake – southern stock (Divisions VIIIc and IXa)

hom-nrtn

North Sea horse mackerel (Divisions IIIa–e, IVb and c, and VIId)

hom-soth

Southern horse mackerel (Divisions VIIIc and IXa)

hom-west

Western horse mackerel (Divisions IIa, IVa, Vb, VIa, VIIa–c, e–k, and VIIIa, b, d, and e)

lin-comb

Ling (Molva molva) /?ADD– combined stock

mac-nea

Mackerel (combined Southern, Western and North Sea spawning component) /?ICES LIST GIVES:
Mackerel (combined North-East Atlantic)

mac-nsea

Mackerel in the North Sea Area ((Divisions IIa and IIIa, and Subarea IV)

mac-soth

Mackerel in the Southern Area (Divisions VIIIc and IXa)

meg-scrk

Megrim in Subarea VI (west of Scotland and Rockall)

mgb-8c9a

Megrim (Lepidorhombus boscii) in Divisions VIIIc and IXa

mgw-78abde

Megrim (Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis) in Subarea VII and Divisions VIIIa, b, d, and e

mgw-8c9a

Megrim (Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis) in Divisions VIIIc and IXa

nop-nsea

Norway pout in Subarea IV and Division IIIa

nop-scow

Norway pout in Division VIa (West of Scotland)

pan-arct

Northern prawn (Pandalus borealis)

pan-barn

pan-sknd

Pandalus borealis in the Barents Sea (Subarea I)
Pandalus borealis in Division IVb (Farn Deeps)
Pandalus borealis in Division IVa (Fladen Ground)
Pandalus borealis in Divisions IIIa and IVa East (Skagerrak and Norwegian Deeps)

ple-2232

Plaice in Subdivisions 22−32

ple-7bc

Plaice in the West of Ireland (Divisions VIIb and c)

pan-farn
pan-flad

ple-7hk

Plaice in the Southwest of Ireland (Divisions VIIh and k)

ple-celt

Celtic Sea plaice (Divisions VIIf and g)

ple-eche

Plaice in Division VIId (Eastern English Channel)

ple-echw

Plaice in Division VIIe (Western English Channel)

ple-iris

Plaice in Division VIIa (Irish Sea)

ple-kask

Plaice in Division IIIa (Kattegat–Skagerrak)

ple-kat

Plaice in the Kattegat (part of Division IIIa)

ple-nsea

Plaice in Subarea IV (North Sea)

sai-3a46

Saithe in Division IIIa (Skagerrak) and Subareas IV and VI

sai-arct

North-East Arctic saithe (Subareas I and II)

sai-faro

Faroe saithe (Division Vb)

sai-icel

Icelandic saithe (Division Va)

sal-2431

Salmon in the Main Basin and Gulf of Bothnia (Subdivisions 24–3 1)

sal-32

Salmon in the Gulf of Finland (Subdivision 32)

san-3a4

Sandeel in Division IIIa and Subarea IV

san-kask

Sandeel in Division IIIa (Kattegat and Skagerrak)

san-nsea

Sandeel in Subarea IV

san-scow

Sandeel in Division VIa

san-shet

Sandeel in the Shetland Area
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sar-soth

Sardine in Divisions VIIIc and IXa

smn-5614

smr-grn

Deep-sea Sebastes mentella in Subareas V, VI, and XIV
Sebastes mentella in Subareas I and II
Pelagic fishery for Sebastes mentella in the Irminger Sea
Sebastes marinus in Subareas V, VI, XII, and XIV
Sebastes marinus in Subareas I and II
Sebastes marinus in Subareas V, VI , XII, and XIV

sol_7bc

Sole in the West of Ireland (Divisions VIIb and c)

smn-arct
smn-ocn
smr-561214
smr-arct

sol-7hk

Sole in the Southwest of Ireland (Divisions VIIh and k)

sol-bisc

Sole in Divisions VIIIa and b (Bay of Biscay)

sol-eche

Sole in Division VIId (Eastern English Channel)

sol-echw

Sole in Division VIIe (Western English Channel)

sol-iris

Sole in Division VIIa (Irish Sea)

sol-kask

Sole in Division IIIa

sol-nsea

Sole in Subarea IV (North Sea)

spr-2232

Sprat in Subdivisions 22−32

spr-ech

Sprat in Divisions VIId and e

spr-kask

Sprat in Division IIIa

spr-nsea

Sprat in the North Sea (Subarea IV)

trt-bal

Sea trout in Subdivisions 22−32

tur-2232

Turbot in Subdivisions 22−32

tus-comb

Tusk (Brosme brosme)

whb-comb

Blue whiting – combined stock (Subareas I–IX, XII, and XIV)

whg-47d

Whiting in Subarea IV (North Sea) and Division VIId (Eastern English Channel)

whg-7e-k

Whiting in Divisions VIIe–k

whg-iris

Whiting in Division VIIa (Irish Sea)

whg-kask

Whiting in Division IIIa (Kattegat-Skagerrak)

whg-rock

Whiting in Division VIb (Rockall)

whg-scow

Whiting in Division VIa (West of Scotland))

whi-river

Whitefish (river spawning)

whi-sea

Whitefish (sea spawning)

Subpolygon
This is an open code list. The string should not exceed ten characters in length.
Subsampling category
Code

Description

Small

Small

Medium

Medium

Large

Large
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Vessel length category
The vessels are grouped by their LOA (length overall). The grouping follows EC
(2008b). Note that, up to 12 m, there are two incompatible classifications: a 6 m sepa‐
ration, used in the Mediterranean and Black seas, and a 10 m separation, used in
other areas.
Code

Description

<10

LOA: 0–10 m

10-<12

LOA: 10–12 m

<6

LOA: 0–6 m

6–<12

LOA: 6–12 m

12–<18

LOA: 12–18 m

18–<24

LOA: 18–24 m

24–<40

LOA: 24–40 m

>40

LOA: 40 m and greater

Vessel type
Code

Description

1

Stern trawler

2

Sea side trawler

3

Gill-netter

4

Other boats
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